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INTRODUCTION
The Environmental Management Plan has been prepared for the proposed Design
for heavy road maintenance of the State Road IA class, No. 1 road section:
Interchange Razanj – Interchange Paracin in order to ensure application of good
environmental practice and document compliance with the requirements of the
International Financing Institutions (IFI’s) which will finance this Project.
In accordance with the guidelines issued by IFIs, the project was classified as B
Category of environmental risk, and it requires development of Environmental
Management Plan (hereinafter referred to as EMP).
The Project Proponent is the Government of Serbia, acting through its Ministry of
Construction, Transport and Infrastructure (MoCTI). Project implementing entity is
Public Enterprise “Roads of Serbia” (PERS).
The aim of the EMP is to identify potential negative environmental impacts and
management problems during the execution of construction works, as well as the
necessary mitigation measures that the Contractor must apply. The key components
of the EMP are: Environmental Mitigation Plan and Environmental Monitoring Plan .
The EMP analyses the rehabilitation phase and operational phase of the relevant
section thus defining measures which are the obligation of the Contractor during the
execution of rehabilitation works.
Design elaboration will be compliant with Serbian legislation, rules, regulations and
provisions, as well as with the international conventions and protection guidelines,
issued by the IFIs. According to the Project Implementation Plan, the aim of the
project is increasing the usability and durability of the road, promoting traffic safety,
including the requirements of local community (social aspect) and complying with the
environmental requirements to the greatest extent given the circumstances of spatial
limitations and the constraints arising from types of allowed constructive and traffic
measures.
For the suggested road section, the Environmental Management Plan is focused on
activities connected to scope of civil works related to urgent maintenance and
eliminating negative environmental impacts and it will be a part of the civil works
contract . The activities connected to the regular maintenance of the road section,
even though they are not brought into focus of this plan, will be included in EMP for
the sake of completeness. The preparation of this EMP was undertaken through
theoretical studies and field investigations, including consultations with regional level
representatives and local stakeholders. The EMP is based primarily on field
investigations performed during April and May 2018.
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SUMMARY
Project Description
Road Rehabilitation and Safety Project (RRSP) is the project in which IFIs (World
Bank, European Investment Bank and European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development) provide support to the Government of the Republic of Serbia in
implementing the National Program For Rehabilitation Of The State Road Network.
This project represents the realization of the Government’s program for the period
from 2014 to 2019.The main goal of the project is improving the conditions and traffic
safety on the state road IA class, No.1 section: Interchange Razanj – Interchange
Paracin.

Location Description
The subject section belongs to the Nisava Administrative District. Section Razanj Paracin in the length of 24.781 km (the left carriageway lane) belongs to the state
road IA number 1 (previously marked as M-1) ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 93/2015)
and represents part of a lengthy transportation route through the north and south of
Serbia, which is, in the direction of Corridor 10 that connects the northern part of the
country's border with Hungary (border crossing Horgos) and the southern part of
Serbia, i.e. with the country border with Macedonia (border crossing Presevo). Also,
the subject section is a part of the Project envisaged for heavy maintenance within
the Third Year of its implementation.

Figure 1. The location of the subject section according to a map of the reference system of the state
roads in 2015

The works planned by this design will be implemented within the right-of-way of the
existing road. The project neither entails resettlement and land acquisition as
defined by Operational Policy (OP) 4.12, nor long lasting disruptions to the natural
environment and human settlements and activities.
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Rehabilitation Works Description
The planned construction works will primarily relate to the strengthening of the
existing carriageway structure, rehabilitation of the existing drainage system for the
carriageway and road base drainage, as well as designing all the elements which
prolong the durability of works and promote traffic safety system.
The types of works planned mainly involve the reinforcement of the existing
carriageway structure, in the existing dimensions of the carriageway structure with
the existing, rehabilitated drainage system and design of all the elements which
prolong the durability of executed works and promote traffic safety system and it is
completely regulated by the provision (Article 69) of the Law on Roads ("Official
Gazette of RS", No. 41/2018).
In accordance with the Terms of Reference and the site visits, the project will foresee
the construction of appropriate solutions for rehabilitation and development of the
structures in the road base. The width of the carriageway and the bridge paths
(traffic profile) remain unchanged regarding their dimensions compared to the
current state.
For the reconstruction of bridges no watercourse works are foreseen. The project
does not anticipate river beds regulation. At no time will the flow profile of the
watercourse be reduced.

Policy, Legal and Administrative Framework
The Ministry of Environmental Protection (MoEP) is the key institution in the Republic
of Serbia responsible for formulating and implementing the strategy regarding
environmental protection.
The other aspects of environmental protection connected to road rehabilitation
projects, were solved, among others, with the Institute for Nature Conservation of the
Republic of Serbia, Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kragujevac and
Public Enterprise “Roads of Serbia” (PERS).
Environmental protection in the Republic of Serbia is regulated by various laws at the
national and municipal levels, as well as by statutes.
Environmental impact assessment is not required for road rehabilitation projects,
except in cases where the section is or passes through protected natural or cultural
area.
On the basis of a decision issued by the Ministry of Environmental Protection (No.
011-00-00180/2018-03 from March 12th, 2018), the subject section is not located
within the protected area for which the environmental protection procedure was
conducted or initiated. Therefore, it does not require making the Environmental
Impact Assessment (Appendix 6).
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Lender requirements that are applied to all projects of road rehabilitation include the
following Environmental Policies:
-

Operational Policy OP (4.01) of Environmental Impact Assessment,

-

European Investment Bank (EIB): Statement of Environmental and
Social Principles and Standards (2008).

The World Bank and EIB require that the design complies with the Republic of
Serbia national laws, EU standards and IFI’s guidelines as noted above.
Environmental protection in the Republic of Serbia is regulated by various laws at the
national and municipal level.

Baseline Conditions Assessed during Route Survey
There are 58 culverts on the section (11 slab, 37 pipe, 3 arched, 6 combined, 1 box
culvert for pedestrains), as well as a certain number of abutment walls (different
types and different dimensions). Also, it is recorded that the route is intersected by
registered watercourses and roads of lower class.
This section is intersected by watercourses at the following locations:






The Bridge over Bacijski stream at km 362+529
The Bridge over Krezbijski stream at km 367+753
The Bridge over stream and road at km 373+165
The Bridge over the Jovanovacka River at km 375+897
The Bridge over stream and road at km 377+926

This section is intersected by roads of lower class at the following locations:








The Bridge over the road at km 360+549
Overpass across the road at km 363+430
Overpass at the intersection Pojate at km 373+373
The Bridge over the road 158Е at km 373+850
Bracin Viaduct over landslide at km 379+199
Overpass across the road at km 382+689
Overpass across the country road at km (Perilovac) at km 383+790

On certain parts of the section, where the road is located on the causeway, a
dispersive drainage system was used, i.e. all water from the carriageway flows down
the road shoulders and slopes to the surface of the terrain or the perimeter canals.
Ditches (intake pipes) extend along the left side of the section of the road (in the
direction of the chainage growth Paraćin - Ražanj). Concerning the longest part of
the carriageway, ditches are neatly maintained and covered with grass.
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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While visiting the site, concrete canals on the left side of the carriageway were
indicated:



Canal with a semi-circular cross-section, 0.8 m in width, 20cm in depth,
Canal with a trapeze cross-section, b=30 cm,B=80-100 cm and h=20 cm

The main role of these canals is to lead runoff from the carriageway to the closest
culvert. Generally, canals are in a satisfactory state.
Regarding the cultural heritage and protected resources on the subject section,
according to the data from the conditions of the Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments of Kragujevac (No. 098-02/1 from September 22nd, 2017), there is
archaeological resource Slatina, the Turkish fountain in Drenovac.
The rehabilitation works are allowed to be done. However, they should be completed
under the direct supervision of an expert in the field of archaeology in compliance
with the requirements stated in the Decision. The Contractor is supposed to inform
the competent institution about the date for the commencement of works.
Along the route there is one petrol station (Aralis) with a large parking lot for heavy
goods vehicles and several service facilities (motel, restaurant, shop...). All these
facilities are located on the approximate chainage of km 372 + 740.00, just in front of
Pojate intersection (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Petrol station “Aralis”at km 372+740

Current traffic load (AADT) for the road section 1087 is 18099 vehicles per day, while
for the section 1089 is 15875 vehicles per day (traffic counter ABS 1295/96) in
2017.1

1

http://www.putevi-srbije.rs/images/pdf/brojanje/2017/tabela-saobracajnog-opterecenja-na-drzavnim-putevima-IA-reda.pdf
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Summary of Environmental Impacts
The works on road rehabilitation on the road section Raska (K. Mitrovica) – Novi
Pazar (Banja) will have a smaller impact on the environment (B category of
environmental protection). Most of the impacts are of a temporary character and they
will disappear after the works on heavy maintenance, i.e. when road rehabilitation
has been completed.
Heavy maintenance of the road will be performed exclusively on public areas, with
no interference with the private property. In accordance with the provisions of the
World Bank OP 4.12 (forced resettlement), the project does not require land
acquisition, resettlement or long-term disturbance of human activities.
The EMP refers to the phase of execution of works and its implementation is a future
obligation of the Contractor. During the execution of construction activities, there
may be disruption of current traffic flow, movement of the inhabitants of the
neighbouring settlements, reduced roadway safety, damages to access roads, noise
production, dust, waste and air pollution, impact on soil, water, plant and animal life.
Off-site activities include quarries, asphalt bases and borrow pits which may cause
localized adverse impacts. Therefore, it is necessary to manage those works
properly.

Environmental Management Plan
Environmental impacts of the project for heavy maintenance on the section
Interchange Razanj – Interchange Paracin will be insignificant and reversible.
Mitigation measures provided in the EMP, related to the design, road rehabilitation
and operational phase, must be properly implemented. The EMP consists of the
Environmental Mitigation Plan and Environmental Monitoring Plan. It is based on the
types of environmental impact, their scope and duration.
During the rehabilitation, the Contractor will work according to the Contractor’s
Environmental Plan (CEP) based on the EMP.
PERS is in charge of designing, supervision and execution of works applying the
EMP.

Mitigation Plan
Impacts and proposed mitigation measures are included in the EMP (Appendix 1).
This plan sums up all the expected environmental impacts and connects them to the
mitigation measures during design, rehabilitation and operation. The plan makes a
reference to the preliminary conditions issued by the authorized institutions (Institute
for Nature Conservation of the Republic of Serbia, Republic Institute for the
Protection of Cultural Monuments of Belgrade and Institute for Protection of Cultural
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Monuments of Kragujevac), laws and contract documentation, approximate location,
time scope and responsibilities for its implementation and supervision.

Monitoring Plan
A Monitoring Plan for the proposed Project (Appendix 2) has been prepared. The
main components of the Monitoring Plan are the following:
Defining the environmental issues that need to be followed and the means of
verification:


Specific areas, locations and parameters to be monitored;



Applicable standards and criteria;



Monitoring noise levels near populated areas;



Monitoring material supply (verification of valid licenses);



Duration, frequency and evaluation of monitoring costs, and



Institutional responsibility for monitoring and supervision.

A monitoring control list is prepared on the basis of EMP and Monitoring Plan
(Appendix 2). The list is used by the supervision engineer on the construction site.
Signed control lists are submitted to PERS, which is responsible for monitoring and
reporting.

Stakeholder Engagement –Information Disclosure, Consultation
and Participation of Public
As requested by IFI’s safeguard policy, public consultations will be held in the EMP
preparation. The EMP and other project-related information will be disclosed to the
public and made available to the local community. A detailed report on the public
consultation process will be shown in Appendix 5 of this document and it will contain
a list of identified participants. Consultation with users will be made during the road
rehabilitation stage, while all records of environmental and social issues, complaints
received during consultation, site visits, and informal discussions, formal reports etc.
will be monitored, recorded and kept in PERS Project office.
All problems associated with the subject section are recorded, based on official
contacts and memos, as well as on the meetings with the representatives of local
authorities. In order to complete the design, the Designer received the following from
the relevant institutions:


Spatial plan of the municipality of Paracin, in coordination with the Spatial
Plan of the Municipality of Paracin with the provisions of the Law on
Planning and Construction („Official Gazette of RS“, No.72/09)
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The amendment to the General Regulation Plan of Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan for the location Karadjordjevo brdo in Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan of ,,M-5“ in Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan of Carica Milica- North
Detailed Regulation Plan for the route along Carica Milica Street- South in
Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan of the suburb Tekija in Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan for the route along the northen part of the railway
Paracin- Popovac in Paracin
Detailed Regulation Plan of an archaeological site Drenovac
Detailed Regulation Plan of the tourist recreation complex Rubin 1 on the
highway Belgrade-Nis
Spatial plan of the municipality of Razanj („Official Gazette of the
municipality of Razanj“, No. 4/2012)
General Regulation Plan of Razanj („Official Gazette of the municipality of
Razanj“, No. 11/2012)
The first amendment to the General Regulation Plan of Razanj („Official
Gazette of the municipality of Razanj“, No. 2/2017)

The Summary of Public Inspection
During the preparation of EMP and before the commencement of works, the public
hearings were organized in accordance to the requirements of the Security policy of
Security Council. The EMP and other information connected to the project were
presented to public on November 22nd, 2018 in Paracin. The entire documentation
was delivered to the municipalities, published on the website, placed on the PERS
internet presentation and published in the media.
The public was informed through the local media about the time and place for
holding hearings in public.
The consultations with the users will be organized throughout the period of the
execution of construction works. The Contractor will solve problems in the area of
environmental protection, social issues and grievances which were recorded during
the consultations, site visits, unofficial discussions, official letters and keep records
thereon.
The grievance mechanism will be established in order to properly consider all the
grievances of the local societies, apply the corrective measures and inform the party
who lodged the grievance about the results. This is to be applied to all types of
grievances. The grievance form is in Appendix 4, and the printed versions will be
available in the local community centers.

JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Road Rehabilitation and Safety Project – RRSP is a project of support of the
international financial institutions (World Bank, European Investment Bank and
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development) to the Government of the
Republic of Serbia in implementing the National Program For Rehabilitation Of The
State Road Network. This project represents the realization of the Government
program for the period from 2014 to 2019 and includes the following:




improving the conditions of the state road network by rehabilitating around
1,100km of the existing roads,
raising the safety level on the roads by applying measures for enhancing
the traffic safety in all phases of Project implementation, and
Strengthening capacities and improving institutional coordination in the
area of traffic safety by implementing greater number of different services.

The institution in charge of realization of the Project is Public Enterprise “Roads of
Serbia” (hereinafter called PERS). Within PERS, a Project implementation team
(PIT) was formed, which should conduct all the necessary activities for successfully
management and completion of the Project, with the help of other professional
departments in the company and in cooperation with the other interested institutions
of the Government of the Republic of Serbia.
The main goal of the project is increasing traffic safety on the state road IA1, section:
Interchange Razanj – Interchange Paracin.

Section description
The subject section belongs to the Nisava Administrative District. Section RazanjParacin in the length of 24.781 km (the left carriageway lane) belongs to the state
road IA number 1 (previously marked as M-1) ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 93/2015)
and represents part of a lengthy transportation route through the north and south of
Serbia, that is, in the direction of Corridor 10, which connects the northern part of the
country's border with Hungary (border crossing Horgos) and the southern part of
Serbia, i.e. with the country border with Macedonia (border crossing Presevo). Also,
the subject section is a part of the Project foreseen for heavy maintenance within the
Third Year of its implementation. All chainages in this report are given in accordance
to the new Reference system from December 2015. An excerpt from the Reference
system is given in Table 1.
Таble 1. The traffic sections and nodes according to the Reference System

No.
1
2

Previous label
of the section
*

Section
label

Label
of
the initial
node

Label
of
the
final
node

Name
of
the
initial
node

Name
of
the
final
node

Length
of
the section
(km)

1090
1088

145
144

144
143

Razanj
Pojate

Pojate
Paracin

12.690 (**)
12.091 (**)
24.781
(**24.781)

Total:

* Label of the section according to the old reference system 2008/2009 (JV CPL- Nievelt)
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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** Length of the subsection which should be repaired

According to the categorization that entered into force in November 13 th, 2015
("Official Gazette" of RS, No. 93/2015) the subject section belongs to the state road
of IA class No.1 (country's border with Hungary (border crossing Horgos) - Novi Sad
- Belgrade- Nis- Vranje- country's border with Macedonia (border crossing Presevo
)).
Figure 3. represents the position of the subject section within the Road reference
system of the Republic of Serbia in 2015.

Figure 3. The location of the subject section according to the Road reference system in 2015

Figure 4. The length of the road section intended for rehabilitation (heavy maintenance)

Figure 4. represents a schematic presentation of the section intended for
rehabilitation (heavy maintenance).
The works foreseen by this project will be completed within the existing roadside
area to the extent that the existing roadside area allows. The Project does not
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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foresee resettlement, which is defined by OP 4.12, nor the long-term disturbance
of natural surrounding or damages to the environment, human settlements and
activities.
The beginning of the section is at the node 0145, intersection of Razanj (Figure 5),
and the end of the section is defined at the node 0143, intersection of Paracin 0143
(Figure 6). The subject of the Project is the left carriageway lane of the highway of
the section regarding the state road IA 1 at the defined length.

Figure 5. The beginning of the section

Figure 6. The end of the section

The subject of the Project is the left lane of the carriageway, observed in the
direction of the chainage growth, at the defined length.
There are not settlements on the subject section.

Rehabilitation Works Description
Based on the technical documentation of enhanced maintenance of the section
Interchange Paracin - Interchange Razanj, L = 24.781 km, widening of the road is
not foreseen, but the existing width of the carriageway is maintained. The
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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construction intervention will improve the load capacity of the carriageway structure
within the existing road width. Also, regarding the part of facilities on the route
(culverts, bridges, and overpasses) included in the rehabilitation, the widening or
regulation of watercourses in the zone of facilities is not planned. However, the
interventions are planned in order to return them into original functional state.

Таble 2. The existing traffic half-profile

Section
Interchange Paracin
- Interchange Razanj

Overtaking
lane (m)
3.75

Traffic lanes
Driving
Emergency
lane (m)
lane (m)
3.75

2.5

Edge
strip
(m)

Total
carriageway
width (m)

0.5

11

The terrain characteristic on the location regarding the section belongs to both plain
and hilly type. Along the route, the types of typical cross-section profiles are often
replaced, cut, cut and fill and slope.
Regarding the low road slope, water from the carriageway is led through the road
shoulders, to the open earthen canals, canals with concrete bottom, drain flumes or
canals with less frequent free flow down the slope. On some parts of the section
where the main, left half-profile of carriageway is in cut, water from carriageway is
led through gutters and further through the drainage system, the closed sewage
system. Concerning the hilly part of the section, where the half-profile of carriageway
is on a high slope, the drainage system is changing frequently. On these parts of the
route, water is led across the curbs along the carriageway, through open earth
canals, concrete canals, concrete drain flumes letting water slowly along the slope
through the flume, etc. Along the entire section, there is a drain flume in the edge
strip, and collected atmospheric water is discharged from the drain flume through the
manhole into the drainage pipes beneath drain flumes, from where it is finally
discharged into natural recipients and culverts.
Taking into consideration hydrotechnical works on the subject section, it is not
foreseen to arrange watercourses or to change the drainage system, but only to
improve the existing system in order to return it to functional state.
Within the reconstruction works on the subject section, no watercourse works are
foreseen. Regarding works on heavy maintenance, the river beds regulation will not
be performed. At no point will the flow profile of the watercourse be reduced.
The project will also include arranging rest areas, i.e. access to certain
commercial/tourist facilities. An analysis of the arrangement or removal of
unregulated access roads on the highway will also be carried out. Some of the
existing culverts will be extended or new ones will be implemented if the current
ones are significantly damaged.
Traffic regulation in the zone of works will be performed:
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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by using traffic signs;
manually (a traffic control person);
by using a traffic light.

Traffic signalization whose meaning is not in accordance with the traffic conditions in
the work zone is adequately removed or covered by the appropriate non-reflecting
tape.
Traffic signalization in the zone of works is placed on the road and has to be in a
proper condition while the works are taking place. Traffic equipment is placed on the
road after the other traffic signalization is produced.
Traffic signalization in the zone of works is completely removed from the road
immediately after the works have been executed and the latest within 24 hours after
the completion of works and restoration of the initial traffic regime. The location on
the road where the first traffic sign I-19 „construction zone“is placed depends on the
length, sight distance and visibility of the warning zone.
It is essential to have a traffic engineer on call in the construction site at every
moment that will take care about traffic signalization and traffic safety in the
construction site zone. During the holidays, or at the time of the execution of works, it
is necessary to hire a person who will control the signalization system (ensure that
the wind will not knock over the vertical signs, that the horizontal signalization is
always visible...) and who will react appropriately in case of any irregularities.

JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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2. THE ASSESSMENT OF THE BASIC CONDITIONS OF
THE ROUTE DURING THE RESEARCH
The entire route is treated as an out-of-town with all the relevant characteristics.

Figure 7. Typical parts of the subject section

There are 58 culverts on the section (11 slab, 37 pipe, 3 arched, 6 combined, 1 box
culvert for pedestrains), as well as a certain number of abutment walls (different
types and different dimensions). Also, it is recorded that the route is intersected by
registered watercourses and roads of lower class.
This section is intersected by watercourses at the following locations:






The Bridge over Bacijski stream at km 362+529
The Bridge over Krezbijski stream at km 367+753
The Bridge over stream and road at km 373+165
The Bridge over Jovanovacka River at km 375+897
The Bridge over stream and road at km 377+926

In general, most bridges have a problem due to unresolved drainage system. The
usual concept of drainage system regarding bridges is based on water flowing along
the curb. Implementation of the outflow from the carriageway is not regulated by
facilities foreseen for this purpose. Therefore, there is an intensive deterioration of
the bridge construction. Concrete degradation, damaged blankets on concrete,
denudation of reinforcement are denoted…

JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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This section is intersected by roads of lower class at the following locations:








The Bridge over the road at km 360+549
Overpass across the road at km 363+430
Overpass at the intersection Pojate at km 373+373
The Bridge over the road 158Е at km 373+850
Bracin Viaduct over landslide at km 379+199
Overpass across the road at km 382+689
Overpass across the country road at km (Perilovac) at km 383+790

On certain parts of the section, where the road is located on the causeway, a
dispersive drainage system was used, i.e. all water from the carriageway flows down
the road shoulders and slopes to the surface of the terrain or the perimeter canals.
Ditches (intake pipes) extend along the left side of the section of the road (in the
direction of the growth of chainage for Paracin- Razanj). Concerning the longest part
of the carriageway, ditches are neatly maintained and covered with grass.

Figure 8. Ditches on the subject section

While visiting the site, concrete canals on the left side of the carriageway were
indicated.



Canal with a semi-circular cross-section, 0.8 m in width, 20cm in depth,
Canal with a trapeze cross-section, b=30 cm, B=80-100 cm and h=20 cm

Figure 9. Concrete canals on the subject section

JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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Concrete prefabricated elements are in a good condition without any major cracks or
fractured concrete pieces, which can occur mostly in winter, due to periodic
defrosting and freezing cycles. Due to these conditions, concrete cracking and
damages occur. Concerning some chainages, there is a phenomenon of intensified
vegetation between junctions of prefabricated elements, but they are mostly
negligible, i.e. do not affect the efficient drainage of water. The main role of these
canals is to lead collected runoff to the closest culvert.
Gutters represent the main element of the drainage system on the route regarding
the left side of the carriageway on the subject section (in the direction of growth of
chainage).
Gutters along the subject section are made of concrete. The evacuation of collected
ruonff from the carriageway is carried out mainly through manholes with a slatted
grid (concrete or steel) and inlet culverts. From that place, runoff is transported
through culverts to the right side of the route, and then by canals, gullies or direct
discharge into the final recipients.

Figure 10. Gutters on the subject section

According to the data from the conditions of the Institute for the Protection of Cultural
Monuments of Kragujevac (No. 098-02/1 from September 22nd, 2017) regarding the
monuments of culture and protected resources on the section, there is an
archaeological site Slatina, the Turkish fountain- Drenovac.
The rehabilitation works are allowed to be done. However, they should be completed
under the direct supervision of an expert in the field of archaeology in compliance
with the requirements stated in the Decision.The Contractor is supposed to inform
the competent institution about the date for the commencement of works.
Along the route there is one petrol station (Aralis) with a large parking lot for heavy
goods vehicles and several service facilities (motel, restaurant, shop...). All these
facilities are located on the approximate chainage of km 372 + 740.00, just in front of
Pojate intersection (Figure 2).
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Settlements
The municipality of Paracin is located in the central part of Serbia and belongs to
Pomoravlje District. Its territory extends from Kucaj Mountains, in the east, towards
Velika Morava, in the west, and is intersected by the Crnica and Grza rivers. It
occupies an area of 541.7 km2. The Municipality, besides Paracin, consists of 34
settlements, such as: Bosnjane, Buljane, Busilovac, Glavica, Golubovac, Gornja
Mutnica, Gornje Vidovo, Davidovac, Donja Mutnica, Donje Vidovo, Drenovac,
Zabrega, Izvor, Klacevica, Krezbinac, Lebina, Lesje, Mirilovac, Plana, Popovac,
Potocac, Ratare, Rasevica, Svojnovo, Sikirica, Sinji Vir, Sisevac, Striza, Stubica,
Tekija, Tresnjevica, Cepura, Savac and Saludovac. The city center, the urban
settlement of Paracin, lies at latitude 43º87'' N and longitude 21º41' E, at the altitude
of 130 meters. It is located at the crossroads of several important roads, 156 km
away from Belgrade, along the Corridor 10. The international railway, which was built
around 1880, passes through a city that is 80 km away from Nis and 500 km far from
the Adriatic Sea.
The municipality of Razanj is located in southeastern Serbia and belongs to the
Nisava district. It covers an area of 289 km2 and borders with the municipalities of
Aleksinac, Sokobanja, Krusevac, Paracin, Cicevac and Boljevac. Mountain Bukovik
is located in the northeast and fold Mecka is in the north of Razanj. This municipality
is at the intersection of Velika and Juzna Morava and Carpathian and Balkan part of
Serbia. It consists of 23 settlements: Braljina, Varos, Vitosevac, Grabovo, Lipovac,
Madjere, Maletina, Macija, Novi Bracin, Pardik, Podgorac, Pretrkovac, Poslon,
Praskovce, Razanj, Rujiste, Skorica, Smilovac, Stari Bracin, Cerovo, Crni Kao,
Cubura and Setk. The center is at latitude 43°40 'N and longitude 21° 32' E, at an
altitude of 338 m. There are three road directions through the municipality of Razanj
and they connect it with neighboring municipalities and Belgrade-Nis highway. To the
west of Razanj, regarding Belgrade-Nis railway, there are railway stations Djunis and
Braljin, which are 10 km away from the settlement. Razanj is 55 km away from Nis.
The subject section goes through the following cadastral municipalities::














CM Glavica
CM Tekija
CM Lebina
CM Ratare
CM Krezbinac
CM Drenovac
CM Sikirica
CM Pojate
CM Bracin
CM Plocnik
CM Setka
CM Madjere
CM Razanj
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The subject section does not pass through populated areas. There are following
populated places in the immediate vicinity of the route:







Paracin
Krezbinac
Drenovac
Pojate
Novi Bracin
Razanj

Natural Resources and Cultural Heritage
According to the data from the conditions of the Institute for the Protection of Cultural
Monuments of Kragujevac (No. 098-02/1 from September 22nd, 2017) regarding the
monuments of culture and protected resources on the section, there is an
archaeological site Slatina, Turkish fountain- Drenovac.
The site is located on the left side of Belgrade-Nis highway, on a slight slope that
descends to the Moravian terrace (flat land). The precise location of the site is
neither precisely defined by the conditions of the competent institution, nor a general
map of the site is provided.

Figure 11. An archaeological site of Drenovac

The rehabilitation works are allowed to be done. However, they should be completed
under the direct supervision of an expert in the field of archaeology in compliance
with the requirements stated in the Decision.The Contractor is supposed to inform
the competent institution about the date for the commencement of works.
Institute for Nature Conservation of Serbia (03 No. 020-2000/3 dated from
September 5th, 2017, amendments to decision 03 No. 020-2000/5 from July 17th,
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2018) points out that the subject section is neither located within the protected area,
for which the protection procedure has been performed or initiated, nor it could be
found in the scope of ecological network or in the area of registered natural
resources.
The rehabilitation works are allowed to be done. However, they should be completed
in compliance with the requirements stated in the Decision.The Contractor is
supposed to inform the competent institution about the date for the commencement
of works

Watercourses
This section is intersected by watercourses at the following locations:






The Bridge over Bacijski stream at km 362+529 (Figure 12)
The Bridge over Krezbijski stream at km 367+753 (Figure 13)
The Bridge over stream and road at km 373+165 (Figure 14)
The Bridge over Jovanovacka River at km 375+897 (Figure 15)
The Bridge over stream and road at km 377+926 (Figure 16)

Figure 12.The Bridge over Bacijski stream at km 362+529

Figure 13. The Bridge over Krezbijski stream at km 367+753
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Figure 14. The Bridge over an unregulated stream and road of lower class at km 373+165

Figure 15. The Bridge over Jovanovacka River at km 375+897

Figure 16. The Bridge over stream and road at km 377+926

By amending originally issued conditions, the Institute for Nature Conservation of
Serbia (No. 020-2000 / 5 dated from July 17th, 2018 (correction of the technical
error)) defines the following: "For water that is mixed with oil and other petroleum
products, generated by washing away from the carriageway, certain intake pipes and
separators of fat and oil should be foreseen, if the Environmental Management Plan
establishes/assesses the limit values defined in the Regulation on Emission Limit
Values of Pollutants in Water and deadlines for their achievement ("Official Gazette
of the Republic of Serbia" No. 67 / 2011, 48/2012 and 1/2016) and Regulation on
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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emission limit values of polluting substances in surface and groundwaters and
deadlines for their achievement (Official Gazette of RS, No. 50/2012). "(Appendix 6).
Since the Laws of the Republic of Serbia do not consider the functional relationship
between the traffic load size (ADDT) as an emitter of pollution and the amount of
pollutants that traffic produces, the Designer found out the data where it is
recommended to collect and purify runoff from the carriageway.
European regulations lead directly to the ADDT and type and characteristics of the
soil. Therefore, based on that information, it is defined whether it is necessary to
collect and purify the runoff from the carriageway on the observed section. According
to the European experience, traffic load of 6,000 vehicles per day is adopted as the
boundary of which is not necessary to purify runoff from the carriageway before
letting it to the recipient in terms of emphasized porosity of soil. In areas with lower
porosity of soil, traffic load of 12,000 vehicles per day is adopted as the boundary of
which is not necessary to purify runoff from the carriageway before discharging it to
the recipient.
Considering the fact that current traffic load (AADT) for the section 1087 is 18099
vehicles per day, while the ADDT for the section 1089 is 15875 vehicles per day
(traffic counter ABS 1295/96) in 20172, the Designer thinks that collected runoff from
the carriageway should be purified in the zone of registered watercourses (50-100 m
in front and behind the registered watercourse).
It is important to point out that rehabilitation of bridges over watercourses will not
jeopardize the riverbed (will not reduce the flowrate during the works). Since the
rehabilitation works are concerned, the regulation of the river bed will not be carried
out. The project will provide a solution to make a passage from road shoulder to
bridge, as well as drainage in front and behind the bridge.

Culverts
There are 58 culverts on the section (11 slab, 37 pipe, 3 arched, 6 combined, 1 box
culvert for pedestrains).
No.

2

Chainage

Shape

Cross section

Material

1

361+767

L: Arched
R: Pipe

2

362+212

Pipe

Ø1000mm

L: Concrete pipe
R: Concrete
Concrete pipe

3

362+288

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

4

362+840

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

5

363+503

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

6

363+822

Slab

N=2400mm
V=4000mm

Concrete

7

364+101

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

N=V=1000mm
D: Ø1000mm

http://www.putevi-srbije.rs/images/pdf/brojanje/2017/tabela-saobracajnog-opterecenja-na-drzavnim-putevima-IA-reda.pdf
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Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

8

364+341

Pipe

9

364+692

Slab

10

364+859

Slab

11

365+180

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

12

365+431

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

13

365+735

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

14

366+070

Slab

V=4000mm
N=3300mm

Concrete

15

366+138

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

16

366+555

L: Arched
R: Pipe

17

366+618

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

18

367+049

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

19

368+181

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

20

368+452

21

368+660

22

369+145

Slab

V=4000mm
N=3800mm

23

369+165

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

24

369+378

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

25

369+515

Arched

26

369+848

Slab

27

370+057

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

28

370+307

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

29

370+577

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

30

370+808

Slab

31

371+344

Slab

32

371+675

Pipe

Ø1000mm

33

371+992

Slab

L: N=3700mm
V=4000mm
R: H=5000mm

34

372+139

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

35

372+707

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

36

372+780

Box culvert
for
pedestrains

N=2100mm
V=3000mm

Concrete

37

372+960

Arched

N=1000mm

Concrete

38

373+319

L: Arched
R: Pipe

39

373+650

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

40

374+195

Slab

N=1800mm

Concrete

L: Arched
R: Pipe
L: Arched
R: Pipe

N=3000mm
V=4000mm
D: H=1800mm
V=1000mm
L: H=1000mm

L: N=V=1000mm
R: Ø1000mm

L: N=V=1000mm
R: Ø1000mm
L: N=V=1000mm
R: Ø1000mm

N=1200mm
V=1500mm
L: N=3750mm
V=5000mm
D: N=4400mm

L: N=3650mm
V=4000mm
R: N=4400mm
L: N=3150mm
V=4000mm
R: N=4200mm

L: N=1000mm
R: Ø1000mm
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Concrete

L: Concrete
R: Concrete pipe

L: Concrete
R: Concrete pipe
L: Concrete
R: Concrete pipe
Concrete

Concrete
Concrete

Concrete

Concrete
Concrete pipe
Concrete

L: Concrete
R: Concrete pipe
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V=2000mm
41

374+455

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

42

374+858

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

43

375+005

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

44

375+133

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

45

375+280

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

46

375+406

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

47

376+025

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

48

376+262

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

Slab

N=1800mm
V=3000mm

Concrete

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

49

376+491

50

376+645

Pipe

51

376+738

L: Arched
R: Pipe

52

376+906

Pipe

Ø1800mm

L: Concrete
R: Concrete pipe
Concrete pipe

53

376+980

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

54

377+346

Pipe

Ø2000mm

Concrete pipe

55

381+319

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

56

382+605

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

57

382+730

Pipe

Ø1000mm

Concrete pipe

58

384+536

Arched

N=1800mm
V=2000mm

Concrete

L: N=1000mm
R: Ø1000mm

Figure 17. Arched culvert at km 361+767
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Figure 18. Slab culvert at km 363+822

Figure 19. Pipe culvert at km 374+858

Figure 20. Box culvert for pedestrians

Generally speaking, most culverts are in good shape. Regarding parameters
affecting the assessment of condition, in most cases, the assessment of condition is
determined by the parameter "degradation of concrete", which is in a way increased
in more than half of the cases. It is necessary to repair degraded concrete surfaces,
as well as to repair cracks and fissures if they exist. It is necessary to clean the
culverts.
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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A Grade-separated Intersection with Roads of Lower Class
The given section is intersected by roads of lower class at the following locations:








The Bridge over the road at km 360+549
Overpass across the road at km 363+430
Overpass at the intersection Pojate at km 373+373
The Bridge over the road 158Е at km 373+850 (Figure 21)
Bracin Viaduct over landslide at km 379+199 (Figure 22)
Overpass across the road at km 382+689
Overpass across the country road at km (Perilovac) at km 383+790 (Figure
23)

Figure 21. The Bridge over the road 158Е at km 373+850

Figure 22. Bracin Viaduct over landslide at km 379+199
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Figure 23. Overpass across the country road at km (Perilovac) at km 383+790

Air
There are not current resources of air pollution within the observed section
Interchange Razanj – Interchange Paracin. The data on the values of air pollution
which were measured on the observed corridor were not available.
On the basis of traffic counting, it is not predicted that after the enhanced
maintenance and rehabilitation of the given section, air pollution volume will be
increased. In the rehabilitation phase of the road, it is expected to increase the
concentration of pollutants in the air, but just temporary.

Noise
Data on measured noise values on the observed corridor were not available. It is
expected to have a temporary increase in the noise level during the rehabilitation
phase of the road.
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3. POLICY, LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK
Relevant Institutions
Ministry of Environmental Protection (MoEP) is the key institution in the Republic of
Serbia responsible for formulation and implementation of environmental policy
matters.
Other aspects of environmental protection connected to the projects of road
rehabilitation were solved, among other with Institute for Nature Conservation of the
Republic of Serbia, Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kragujevac and
PE “Roads of Serbia” (PERS).
For the needs of this design, the following opinions were obtained:







Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kragujevac No. 098-02/1
dated from September 22nd, 2017
Institute for Nature Conservation of the Republic of Serbia 03, No. 0202000/3 dated from September 5th, 2017
Correction of conditions provided by Institute for Nature Conservation of
Serbia 03 No. 020-2000/5 from July 17th, 2018
The Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments-Belgrade No.
2/1760 from August 24th, 2017
Opinion of the Ministry of Environmental Protection, No. 011-0000180/2018-03 dated from March 12th, 2018
PWC Srbijavode, WMC Sava-Danube No. 1885/1 dated from March 16th,
2018

Existing Serbian legislation
Environmental protection in the Republic of Serbia is regulated by various laws and
by-laws at national and municipal level. The environmental legislation in force in
Serbia is summarized in Appendix 3.

The Procedure of Environmental Impact Assessment in the
Republic of Serbia
In the juridical system of the Republic of Serbia, the EIA procedure is regulated by
the Law on Environmental Impact Assessment (“Official Gazette of RS” Nos.
135/2004, 36/2009), which is completely in accordance with the European EIA
Directive - 85/337/EEC. Therefore, the EIA study is not necessary for road
rehabilitation projects, except for those sections which are located within or in the
vicinity of natural and cultural protected areas. In this case the proponent of the
design needs to submit the request for making a decision about the need for making
the Environmental Impact Assessment to the relevant ministry. Depending on the
estimation and significance of potential environmental impacts, the decision is made
JV BOTEK Bosphorus Technical Consulting Corp. & MHM-PROJEKT Itd. Novi Sad
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about whether it is necessary to conduct the full procedure of Environmental Impact
Assessment.
The request for giving the opinion about the need for making a study of
environmental impact assessment with other accompanying documentation was
given to the The Ministry of Environmental Protection (MoEP).
The decision states that projects of urgent maintenance, rehabilitation and removing
road damages are not on the List of projects for which the EIA is required or for
which the EIA can be required (“Official Gazette of RS” No. 114/08).
The approval was obtained from The Ministry of Environmental Protection (MoEP)
(No. 011-00-00180/2018-03 dated from March 12th, 2018) that it is not necessary
to conduct the EIA study.
On the basis of the aforementioned criteria, this project does not require the EIA
study. However, the policy of the World Bank requires the development of a
partial evaluation - EIA and a preparation of the specific EMP for the
construction site.

Relevant International Financial Institutions (IFIs) – Policies and
Statements
IFIs request that the following requirements must be applied to any works:


World Bank: Operational Policy OP 4.01, Environmental Impact
Assessment, which requires a partial Environmental Impact Study and
development of site specific EMPs for projects belonging to Category B;



EIB: Statement of Environmental and Social Principles and Standards
(2008).

EIB requires that the project complies with the Republic of Serbia national laws and
EU standards. However, the regulations of the Republic of Serbia do not provide the
design for EMP for this type of investment, while the World Bank policy requires a
partial EIA and EMP for each section.
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4. SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The following table presents a short overview of environmental impacts foreseen by
the design:
Impact

Impacts on the use of land
/settlements

Significance

Low

Comment
There will be no land
expropriation during the
implementation of the design
according to OP 4.01.
Due to low amount of water that
can come to the recipient by
drainage, the consequential
impact is minimal or negligible

underground and surface
water

Low

air quality

Low

Temporary impact during the
execution of works

flora and fauna (protected
areas and species)

Low

Temporary impact during the
execution of works

noise

Low

Temporary impact during the
execution of works

access to/intersections of
the main road and the local
roads

Low

soil management

Low

waste management

cumulative impacts

Rehabilitation won’t have a
negative impact on the existing
intersections.
With the application of
appropriate measures of waste
management

Low

According to the plan of waste
and waste water management

Moderate /
Low

Temporarily, rehabilitation works
may cause a slight increase of
noise levels and air pollutants
concentrations during the works
only

The works on road rehabilitation on the section Interchange Razanj – Interchange
Paracin will have a smaller impact on the environment (B category of the
environmental protection). Most impacts are temporary and will disappear after the
completion of works on heavy maintenance i.e. road rehabilitation.
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The road maintenance works will be performed entirely on public land, without any
collision with private properties. In respect with the provisions of WB OP 4.12
(Involuntary Resettlement), the Project does not require any acquisition of land,
resettlement or long-term disturbance of human activities.
The EMP relates to the road rehabilitation phase. It is a part of the relevant
agreement for implementation and future commitment of the Contractor. The
following problems may occur during the rehabilitation works: disturbance in traffic
and movement of residents from local settlements, decreased road safety, damages
on access roads, noise pollution, dust emission, inefficient waste disposal, and air
pollution, impact on the soil, water, flora and fauna. The works outside the
construction site area, such as the works in a quarry, asphalt plant and borrow-pits
may have local negative impact and must therefore be managed properly.

Overview of Key Impacts
The EMP focuses more on the heavy maintenance phase, while activities on the
regular maintenance will not be explained in a detail in this EMP, but will only be
presented in order to have an overall view of the situation.
Possible temporary impacts which may occur as a consequence of construction
activities, among other things consist of:









disturbance in the regular traffic flow;
road safety;
damages of the access roads
inconveniences caused by noise, waste and dust;
emission of gases;
potential impact on soil and water;
short-term disturbance of flora and fauna,
and temporary disturbance of nearby settlements during the execution of
construction and operative activities.

Noise and Air Pollution in Residential Areas
The quality of air on the site may cause temporary deterioration due to dust caused
by traffic on the construction site, and the main pollutants are increased levels of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and Sulphur oxides (SOx), which are found in the exhaust
fumes from the construction machinery. Dust can be collected on vegetation and
surrounding structures and can partially cause adverse impacts.
In the phase of the execution of works (during the period when certain types of work
are expected to have increased dust emission), the construction site needs to be wet
with the aim of reducing dust emission. It is necessary to have at least two tanks of
water on the construction site, one of which is a backup one. In this way the “idle
time” will be avoided when the tanks are refilled with water. It is obligatory to cover
the truckload.
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Noise caused by rehabilitation works is temporary. Since there are no significant
residential buildings near the road, it can be concluded that the noise prevention
barriers will not be used in this project. The sound barriers can be placed only on
places where it is “reasonable” and “useful”. This is not the case with this road
rehabilitation project.
Restrict work site construction for the period from 7 am to 5 pm, especially during the
execution of works in the inhabited part of the section.

Possible Water Contamination
Water pollution may occur on the construction site, on the locations where the
equipment, vehicles and machinery are washed and also on the parking lots. The
contaminated water shall be filtered through a gravity oil-water separator. The
Contractor shall use absorbent materials and remove the contaminated layer of soil,
which is then transported to an adequate location in accordance with the Law on
Water. The Contractor is obliged to wash the vehicles in the registered vehicle
washing place. The possible soil and watercourses pollution will be avoided near
construction sites in this way.

Potential Cumulative Impacts
The execution of works on heavy maintenance on the section Interchange Razanj –
Interchange Paracin could have some temporary cumulative impacts (noise, air
pollution, water and soil pollution), and they will not cause a significant impact on the
environmental conditions.

Other impacts:






Social impacts: in the construction phase, social-economic conflicts are taken
into consideration, including health and safety. All temporary locations used
for activities that have short-term impact are included, such as quarries and
borrow-pits, locations for stockpiling surplus soil and asphalt plants are
included here. Impact of these types of activities is expected to cease when
the Project is ended and the Contractor leaves the subject location;
Pollution: during the heavy maintenance works, a steady, but not significant
emission of pollutants is expected. These include: air pollution, water
pollution, soil pollution, noise and vibrations;
Solid waste: activities on the heavy road maintenance are expected to
generate a certain amount of solid waste, which is collected on the site and
transported onto a landfill, outside the site construction zone.

Disposal of waste in the territory of the Municipality of Razanj is done according
to the Regional Waste Management Plan for the region that belongs to the
municipality of Nis3.

3

http://www.sepa.gov.rs/download/UpravOtpad/RPUO_NiskiRegion.pdf
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
Environmental impacts of the project for heavy maintenance on the section
Interchange Razanj – Interchange Paracin will be insignificant and reversible.
Mitigation measures provided in the EMP, relating to the design, road rehabilitation
and operational phase, must be carried out appropriately. EMP consists of the
Mitigation Plan and Monitoring Plan. It is based on the types of environmental
impact, their scope and duration. PERS manages the design, supervision and the
contractor in the implementation of EMP.
A. MITIGATION PLAN
The environmental impacts and suggested mitigation measures are included in the
Environmental Mitigation Plan (Appendix 1). This plan sums up all the expected
impacts on the environment and connects them to the mitigation measures during
the design, rehabilitation and operational phase. The Plan conforms to the conditions
received from the authorized institutions (Institute for Nature Conservation of
Serbia, Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments-Belgrade and the
Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kragujevac), law and
contractual documentation, approximate location, time scope and responsibilities for
its implementation and supervision.

The Contractor’s Management
The recommendations and proposed measures for mitigating the negative impact on
the environment, as shown in Appendix 1, represent the commitment of the
Contractor. Mitigation measures will be included in the project and the manner of
rehabilitation, and their costs will be included in the price of rehabilitation works.
The EMP is a part of the works program and the Contractor shall apply it through
qualified and experienced staff that will be responsible for fulfilling the requests
connected to the environmental protection from EMP. The Contractor and his
subcontractors will work entirely in compliance with the laws of the Republic of
Serbia, EU standards and the requests of the Creditor.
The Contractor of works will use this document to check the compliance with the
EMP. The Contractor’s obligation is to include the cost of Mitigation measures into
the price of its total costs.
The Contractor is obliged to confirm that:




The cost of EMP is included in the price;
The Contractor has a qualified and experienced person in his team, who
will be responsible for compliance of the EMP and the environment.
The Contractor and external cooperation are in accordance with the laws of
the Republic of Serbia, EU standards and the requirements of the Creditor.
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Site Organization Plan
Contractor shall carry out and follow the Site Organization Plan. Conditions issued
by PINP shall be included in the Site Organization Plan. Location of the facilities
(warehouses, workshops, asphalt and concrete plant etc.) shall be approved by an
engineer who is always present. The following conditions have to be met when
selecting the location and organizing the site:

Temporary locations for storing the construction and other material and
equipment must be outside the coastal area of rivers and area with high
vegetation and limited only to the duration of the works; Temporary or
permanent locations must be provided (the existing organized communal
facilities/ landfills) for disposal and deposing muck and other waste in any
form, as well as communal waste produced during the works; Waste
disposal/dumping in the coastal area and the river bank or smaller
temporary watercourses, as well as on the agricultural land shall be
prohibited. In order to choose the location, use the Regional Waste
Management Plan of Nis region4.

After the completion of the works, all areas that have been degraded in any
way by road rehabilitation works must be rehabilitated as soon as possible
(levelling and resoiling degraded surfaces up to the level and condition in
which this area was found before the commencement of works);

During the works, the planned road sections and corridors around it must
be followed, so that the earthworks and machinery do not affect the
surrounding areas.

During the works on the road that is located in the immediate visinity of
rivers or smaller temporary watercourses, the banks and littoral vegetation
should be preserved as much as possible, in other words it is forbidden to
destroy and the wild species and disturb their habitats.

During the execution of works, it is forbidden to dispose and leave any kind
of waste neither in the zone of rivers nor in any other watercourse.

In the zone of crossing the road across the watercourse, where it is
necessary to make arrangements in accordance with the design; the use of
stones and other natural materials should be anticipated thus largely
avoiding the use of concrete on the banks and river beds watercourses;

Vehicle and machinery servicing on the road section shall be prohibited. In
case of a road traffic accident resulting in oil or service fluids spill (removing
the contaminated soil layer, and then levelling and humusing the surface),
the road area must be cleaned, rehabiliated and reinstated;

The works must be performed only during the day from 7 am to 5 pm on
the parts where the section is located in a populated area to minimize the
impact of noise from local construction machines and vehicles;

The installation of protective barriers, pedestrian crossings and
passageways should be foreseen on places where it is useful, especially at
locations near the existing settlements;
4

http://www.sepa.gov.rs/download/UpravOtpad/RPUO_NiskiRegion.pdf
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To maintain the maximum level of communal hygiene throughout the works
along the entire route. To define locations for placement of containers for
temporary disposal of waste within the roadside area (to locate containers
for the temporary disposal of municipal waste on widen part of the road on
the carriageway) and to ensure their emptying on a daily basis, at the end
of the working day;
The area for Contractor’s facilities must be of the smallest possible size, to
avoid unnecessary removal of vegetation;
All Contractor’s facilities should be fenced appropriately;
Appropriate drainage of the construction site must be provided. Asphalt
areas including locations used for parking lot, workshops and fuel storages
must be drained toward the oil-water separator;
Sanitary waste water and polluted water must be treated before water is
discharged into the recipient (surface water flow system), in compliance
with the Law on Waters (Official Gazette of RS, no. 30/2010, 93/2012 и
101/2016);
Oil storage area should be at least 20 m away from the watercourse.
If more than 5000 liters of oil is stored at the construction site, it should be
placed in closed reservoirs on the concrete surface which can hold up to
110% of the reservoir capacity;
All workshops must have oil and water separators;
The Contractor must have trained staff, which is competent to handle oil
and remove the consequences of an accidental spillage;
Waste oil, oil filters and fuel must be stored on safe locations (in closed
reservoirs on the concrete base). When the site is ready to be closed, all
contaminated soil must be excavated and replaced with a new layer of soil;
Removed material is to be stockpiled into appropriate sizes in accordance
with the requirements for their management and re-usage;
Limit the amount of excavation to reduce soil erosion. The Contractor
should provide protection measures to prevent land erosion;
Apply a methodology for the protection and conservation of soil from the
areas susceptible to erosion, in order to reduce the runoff of atmospheric
water carrying erosive material from the location;
Excavations and machinery works must be avoided when the soil is damp;
Upon the completion of works, machinery, construction material, containers
and all other equipment must be removed in due time;
At the end of works, it is obligatory to cultivate terrain in all endangered
areas using appropriate flora and species that are biologically stable in
given climatic conditions, more resistant to adverse effects (exhaust gases)
and correlated with the surrounding area and purpose;

In order to choose the location, use the Regional Waste Management Plan of Nis
region.5

5

http://www.sepa.gov.rs/download/UpravOtpad/RPUO_NiskiRegion.pdf
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Environmental Management Plan During the Heavy Maintenance
Bearing in mind all the identified impacts, it is necessary for the Contractor to
prepare and later consciously apply CEP during the project duration in order to
ensure compliance with the requirements of the legislation and the Creditor.
The contractor is required to have a qualified and experienced person in his\her
team, who will be responsible for coherence between the works, the environment
and the Environmental Management Plan. For this part of the work on the
construction site, the presence of a responsible person is mandatory on a daily
basis.
Public Enterprise "Roads of Serbia" will independently monitor the works, and if any
irregularity is noticed, it will be transmitted to continuously present Supervision, and
then to the Contractor.
Contractor’s environmental plan (CEP) includes the following:

Site Management Plan. CEP should consist of the procedures for setting
up and functioning of a construction site with a view in order to preserve the
local community and natural resources;

Constructin site Organization Plan and the details about proposed
measures should indicate the environmental impact caused by their
placement. Description and arrangement of areas, with maintenance
equipment and oil and lubricant storage facilities, including the distance
from water areas;

Oil and Fuel Storage Management Plan. CEP should cover all the
procedures for storing, transporting and using oil and fuel, refueling the
facilities and machines, procedures for decreasing the risk of water and soil
pollution. All kinds of oil and fuel should be stored in the secondary
storages whose capacity is at least 110 % and each spill should be cleaned
immediately. Fuel tanks will have the equipment for the treatment of
spillage in order to have it cleaned as soon as possible in the case of
spillage. All types of spills will be reported in compliance with the Plan
which should be made by the Contractor. A short training of workers should
be organized as a 'continuous training' as well as after each accident;

Waste Management Plan. Disposal of waste materials; All the waste
materials from the construction site, including barrels, wood, sand and
gravel, cement bags, etc. must be disposed in an appropriate manner. If
there is no possibility for recycling, incurring some reasonable costs, these
materials should be transported to the approved landfill and deposited
there. Hazardous waste will be stored and removed from the site after
demobilization, in accordance with the Waste management law ("Off.
Gazette RS", No. 36/2009, 88/2010 and 14/2016). CEP should cover the
aspects of waste management, including the application of practical
standards, such as reduction, re-usage and recycling. CEP is to define the
final location for disposing all types of waste and show that it has been
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6

done in accordance with the law and good waste management practice. In
order to choose the location, use the Regional Waste Management Plan of
Niš region.6 The waste management plan will include, at least, details of
temporary waste disposal, waste transportation and pre-treatment process
that precede the final disposal or recycling. Licensed/approved
organizations must be used for collecting and storing solid and liquid waste.
All types of waste leaving the site must be controlled and recorded. As part
of the Plan, the Contractor shall provide chain-of-responsibility forms for the
waste that leaves the site. Therefore, waste controller shall keep one copy
of the form, and the driver shall have a copy, to make sure and get the
signature on the final landfill. The Contractor shall keep all records for audit
purposes and as a proof that this project applies the best practice and
complies with the legal regulations.
Sewage and Waste Water Management Plan in other words, procurement
of sanitary units and appropriate system for collecting and discharging
waste waters in order to avoid the pollution of watercourses;
Soil Management Plan must define measures to minimize the impact of
wind and water on the landfills, measures to reduce topsoil fertility
depletion, time scopes, transport roads and landfills;
Noise – all the equipment must have a license and must be approved in
accordance with the EU standards. This applies to all machinery, vehicles
and sites where noise and vibrations affect the noise-sensitive receptors. In
accordance with the Law on Protection against Environmental Noise (RS
Official Gazette No 36/2009 and 88/2010), the Contractor is responsible for
ensuring the noise and vibrations do not affect the local community. Even
though there is no possibility that the noise and vibrations represent a
problem due to a large distance between the construction site and the
communities, the Contractor shall limit his works to a period of daylight
(from 7 am to 7 pm), so that there is no reason for the people from the local
community to report any kind of night activities as disturbances;
Dust Emission Reduction Plan should have the water wetting schedule for
the access roads and the settlements nearby, which are located along the
road that is being rehabilitated, as well as a list of machinery that is to be
used. This applies to all construction sites and roads for materials
transportation. During the works, when dust may form, the Contractor shall
monitor the conditions on construction site and application of measures to
control dust emissions, which include reduced traffic during road
rehabilitation works and wetting the exposed surfaces. It is necessary to
have at least two tanks of water on the construction site, one of which is a
backup one. In such a way the “idle time” will be avoided when the tanks
are refilled with water;
Plan showing the location of the proposed borrow pit as well as the
rehabilitation measures to be implemented for the areas of borrow-pits and
access roads when the project is finished;

http://www.sepa.gov.rs/download/UpravOtpad/RPUO_NiskiRegion.pdf
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Management Plan for Works on the River. CEP should cover procedures
and plans for water habitat and fish preservation during the works on the
river and it should be an integral part of the Construction Technology;
Emergency Response Plan. CEP sets out the procedures for reacting in
case of accidents or large incidents, to protect people, property and natural
resources. It is necessary to provide the equipment to be brought on the
site to minimize the effects of the spillage;
Recultivation Plan: cleaning and recultivation of the construction site and
removal of Contractor’s facilities. The contractor is responsible for clearing
the construction site. This includes the removal of all waste material and
any kind of contaminated soil. In accordance with the Law on Waste
Management (RS Official Gazette No 36/2009, 88/2010 and 14/2016), the
Contractor shall develop a plan for handover, selling or removal of all
vehicles and machinery, to remove them from them construction site. All
construction sites and work areas will be rehabilitated, in order to be
reinstated as much as possible. This includes stabilization and landscaping
of all sites. In compliance with the Law on Environmental Protection (RS
Official Gazette No 135/2004, 36/2009 – st.law, 72/2009 – st.law, 43/2011CC decision and 14/2016), when the works are completed, waste must not
remain on the construction site. If waste is not removed by the Contractor,
PERS is entitled to withhold payment and organize cleaning of the area
and then deduct the cleaning costs and administrative costs from the final
payment.
Plan of Environmental Grievances (grievance mechanisms and
organization) which will show how local community and third parties
affected by the project define complaints which are the consequence of
rehabilitation and to whom these complaints should be addressed (e.g.
through conversations, consultations etc.) (see Appendix 4, Project
Grievance Mechanism);

Safety
The contractor should identify potential risks before the commencement of works.
The emergency response provisions should include Construction Site Safety Plan,
which includes a proposal for a contact person available in the event of an accident.
Site Safety Plan is submitted to the Project Supervision Consultant for approval one
week before the commencement of the works.





The Contractor shall ensure that drugs and alcohol are not used on the
construction site;
The Contractor should include a provision for safe working environment
and safety measures and personal protective equipment (PPE) for all
workers, including gloves, hard hats, goggles, ear protection and safety
footwear in his Site Safety Plan;
The Construction Site Safety Plan should include a provision for first aid to
be administered on the site and a trained person must be engaged in
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compliance with the Law on Occupational Health and Safety (RS Official
Gazette No 101/2005, 91/2015 and 113/2017-st.law);

The Contractor shall provide to his workers potable water supply, toilets
and water supply for bathing;

Safety Labour Management Plan (SLMP) prepared by PERS, is required to
ensure health and safety provisions during the works on heavy
maintenance;

The Contractor shall perform all project activities following the SLMP, all
Serbian laws and by-laws regarding health and safety.
PERS and the Contractor are responsible for reporting on and investigating any
incidents.
Due to the increased number of vehicles on the roads through populated places,
safety of local residents must be considered. The Contractor shall ensure that traffic
passing through populated places is managed safely.
Contractor shall provide the following:


Safe maintenance of all trucks and equipment;



Appropriate training and responsible behavior of all drivers and machine
operators (prescribed in the Contractor’s Site Safety Plan and health and
occupational safety at site);



Ensuring that all truck load which may create dust emissions is covered and
secured (e.g. excavated soil and sand);



The Contractor will have instant removal from site of a driver who disregards
any of the conditions regarding the safety of the local community;



Speed limits will be controlled.

Before the works start, the Contractor shall submit all the above listed plans to PERS
Sector for Investments for their approval. After the works are completed, the
Contractor shall reinstate the location where the project works were executed into its
original condition.

Operational Phase
Concerning the road operational phase, special attention must be paid to safety of
pedestrians, by using measures for traffic deceleration in the vicinity of schools and
populated areas, improving road signs and markings, keeping a record of traffic
accidents that are reocurring on some locations, and marking them as “black spots”.
Regular road maintenance consists of the following: grass mowing, cleaning the
drainage system, road patching and various repairs and regular checks and
maintenance of drainage structures. Seasonal maintenance, regular maintenance of
safety characteristics and road signs shall be performed as needed. Primary road
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maintenance, which includes asphalting and major repairs, is usually planned for a
period of a few years.
B. MONITORING PLAN
Monitoring plan is prepared in relation to the proposed Design (Appendix 2). Basic
components of the Monitoring Plan are the following:
Defining the environmental issues which should be monitored and means of
verification:







Specific areas, locations and parameters to be monitored;
Valid standards and criteria;
Monitoring noise levels near populated areas;
Monitoring material supply (verification of valid licenses);
Duration, frequency and evaluation of monitoring costs, and
Institutional responsibility for monitoring and supervision.

A monitoring control list is prepared on the basis of EMP and Monitoring Plan
(Appendix 2). The list is used by the supervision engineer on the construction site.
Signed control lists are submitted to PERS, which is responsible for compliance
monitoring and reporting.
PERS will have a Database of grievances, listing the information on complaints
received from local communities and other interested parties. This includes: type of
grievance, place, time, actions to be taken to resolve the grievance and the final
outcome.
C. INSTITUTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION AND REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS

Project Implementation
Public Enterprise “Roads of Serbia” - PERS is the institution responsible for
implementing the project in accordance with the EMP and Mitigation Plan. Day-today project implementation and monitoring its compliance is the responsibility of the
Project Supervision Consultant.
Before the commencement of works on this section, PERS will submit to the Bank
for their approval this part of a specific EMP.
The Contractor will provide the results of “zero monitoring” prior to the start of the
earthworks, during the mobilization stage.
The Project Proponent shall do the following to ensure that the Contractor
implements the proposed mitigation measures in the construction phase:
I.

Clearly state in the tender and contract documentation the requirements from
the Contractor of works to prepare Contractor’s Environmental plan – (CEP)
and take all steps to mitigate ecological effects as stated in the
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Environmental Mitigation
specifications);

Plan

(Appendix

1)

(Appendix

to

Contract

II.

The Contractor should not be compensated for the costs of the required
mitigation measures and monitoring activities in the form of a specific item in
the total price, except for the analysis of the quality of water and noise
measuring. The Contractor should consider including these costs in the other
items from the Bill of Quantities. The actual costs of the analysis of water
quality and noise measuring will be paid to the Contractor as part of a specific
item in the Bill of Quantities. Failure to follow the requested environmental
mitigation measures on the Contractor’s part will result in penalizing the
Contractor in the form of negative points. Negative points have been
established as a measure to stimulate the Contractor to perform his
obligations in an organized and timely manner and perform his duty with a
high degree of excellence. Negative points consist of two elements –
numerical and financial. Each negative point is connected to a sum,
representing a permanent reduction in payment for the determined nonconformances in contractual obligations. The number of negative points
earned has a cumulative effect. Should the Contractor receive more than a
certain number of negative points stated in the Contract, he will not be
allowed to participate in PERS tenders in the next two years. Also, if the
Contractor is awarded a certain number of negative points, the employer has
the right to break the contract. Monetary value of each negative point and the
deadlines for other possible actions by the employer must be clearly stated in
the contract. Explanation for the application of these two measures – fees for
specific costs and penalties for non-compliance should provide the
implementation of all the requested environmental mitigation measures and
monitoring activities

III.

The Contractor must be explicitly requested to employ an environmental
expert. The Contractor will be responsible for implementing environmental
mitigation measures during road rehabilitation works and should employ an
environmental expert who will supervise the implementation of Contractor’s
environmental responsibilities. This person will coordinate the work of the
Contractor, PERS and the relevant ministry. The Contractor will appoint a
committee to deal with every complaint received during the project
implementation in cooperation with PERS. In the course of the project, PERS
will monitor if the Contractor complies with EMP provisions. The Project
Supervision Consultant is advised to employ an environmental expert (have
experience of civil engineering and environmental management), to assist in
environmental monitoring.

Upon completion of the Project, PERS will be responsible for the use and
maintenance of the road. Routine and occasional monitoring will be done according
to the plan and monitoring program.
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PERS shall also be responsible for the following:







Implementation of the requests for environmental protection provided by:
State environmental authorities, IFIs and other institutions, Law on
Environmental Protection (RS Official Gazette No 135/2004, 36/2009st.law, 72/2009 – st. law, 43/2011 –CC decision and 14/2016);
Implementation of the requests for environmental protection through
Contractor’s specifications;
Project supervision via consulting services for supervision and project
implementation;
Environmental monitoring supervision via consulting services for
environmental monitoring;
Preparation of final environmental reports.

Before the beginning of the road rehabilitation works, the Contractor will provide a
proposal for environmental protection, including the safety of persons involved in the
works, as a part of the EMP. The proposal will be reviewed by PERS in order to be
accepted.
With respect to that, particular emphasis must be placed on:





Taking all reasonable steps to protect the environment during the
commencement and completion of site works, so as to avoid damage of
property or disturbance to the people, resulting from the existence of a
construction site,
Maintaining safe conditions for all persons entitled to be on site, and
Providing lighting, security guard, fences, warning signs and traffic controls,
aiming to protect the works and other property, but also public safety and
interest.

MoEP will have the authority to stop the works directly if the performance is not in
accordance with the environmental standards and regulations. The inspection will
then inform PERS about the suspension. The Design will be amended subsequently
with public disclosure feedback.

Reporting Procedures
Public disclosure and the presentation of EMP will be held and the report shall be
submitted within the EMP.
The Contractor will prepare, as quarterly progress reports, the reports for PERS,
which would present all the mitigation measures and measures for environmental
protection along with the anticipated activities for monitoring, which were performed
during the reporting period. The Contractor will take due care of the quality of the
environment, in accordance with Mitigation Plan and Monitoring Plan, which form an
integral part of the EMP and will provide reports to PERS. In case of any accidents
or environmental threats, there will be immediate reporting about these events. The
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Contractor shall inform the project manager and local authorities immediately after
the accident. If the project manager is not available, the Contractor shall inform
PERS about the accident.
The grievance mechanism will be implemented to ensure that the complaints from
local communities are appropriately addressed, corrective measures taken and
complainants informed about the outcome. This applies to the complaints of all
interested parties. The grievance form is shown in the Appendix 4, while hard copies
will be available local community center.
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6. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT – INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION
As requested by IFI safeguard policy, public consultations were held regarding the
EMP preparation. EMP and other project-related information were presented to the
public and to the local community.
A detailed report on the public consultation process is shown in Appendix 5 to this
document and contains a list of participants identified, which will be updated
accordingly.
Consultation with users will be made during the road rehabilitation stage, while all
the records of environmental and social issues, complaints received during
consultation, site visits, informal discussions, formal reports etc. will be monitored,
recorded and kept in PERS Project office.
Before the commencement of works, PERS will provide information using the
following:





Newspaper articles in one of the national and one of the local media
Posters on the main notice board in all local community offices of
communities potentially at risk,
Radio announcements on traffic diversions,
Providing contact with the person responsible and nominated for working
with the local communities.

A grievance mechanism will be implemented to ensure that the complaints from local
communities are appropriately addressed, corrective measures taken and
complainants informed about the outcome. This is applied to the complaints of all
interested parties. The grievance form is shown in the Appendix 4, while hard copies
will be available in local community centers. The report on public consultation is
presented in Appendix 5 to this EMP.
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APPENDIX 1
MITIGATION PLAN
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Responsibility
Phase

Issue

Comments

Mitigation measures

Pre-construction

Implementation

Supervision

PERS / Main Design
Designer

Technical control /
PERS

PERS/ Contractor

Supervising authority /
PERS

Contractor

PERS

PERS/ Main Design
Designer

Technical control /
PERS

The Contractor’s expert for
H&S and environmental
issues

Supervising authority

Main Design Phase

Following the environmental
protection procedure

The choice of the location for the Contractor
facilities and a construction site organization

The Designer obtained and implemented the conditions from the relevant
institutions regarding the environmental protection (Ministry of Environmental
Protection, Institute for Nature Conservation
of
Serbia,
Republic
Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments-Belgrade, Institute for Cultural
Monuments Protection of Kragujevac and PWC Srbijavode) in order to avoid
environmental risks during the heavy maintenance.
The location must be approved by PERS.

It is forbidden to form the location (construction site) for temporary
disposal i.e. storage of required construction and other material and
storage, in the coastal zone of rivers, as well as the space with high
vegetation.The locations will be chosen in a way that has no impact on
the environment and the local community (noise, dust, vibrations).

To minimize the size of the facilities to minimize the unnecessary
removal of vegetation

Have the sanitary waste water treated before the water is discharged into
the surface water system

Paved areas, including parking areas, workshops and fuel storages must
be drained toward an oil-water separator and the areas for fuel storage
must be located at a distance larger than 20 m away from the
watercourse.

To avoid mechanical topsoil degradation.

To prevent soil erosion on site.

To limit the scope of the excavations to mitigate possible soil erosion.

To avoid excavation and machine operations in damp site conditions.


Selection of the location for a temporary
settlement, in the vicinity of or within the
existing settlements, public health impact and
sociological circumstances.





Informing stakeholders

minimum distance must be kept (buffer zone) between the site and the
nearest populated area
influence of the local conditions must be taken into account (wind) to
avoid or minimize harmful effects
the contractor’s EMP defines health and safety and environmental
measures
independent water and electricity supply, in addition to a medical service
station with a trained employee on the construction site must be planned

Details of the proposed road section, access points and safety features will be
disclosed at the location of the planned works. Feedback from local stakeholders
will be sought and recorded. Evidence of how feedback has been considered will
be attached to the Main Design.

Construction

Construction site induction
Safety on the construction site

All workers and visitors to the site shall be given a health and safety induction and
instructed how to to use PPE properly.
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MANAGEMENT PLANS
Contractor shall prepare the implementation of the Plans described in the EMP, to ensure that the legislation and Creditor’s
requirements have been met:
 Site Organization Plan
 Sewerage and Wastewater Management Plan,
 Complaints procedure
 Soil Management Plan
 Dust Management Plan
 A plan indicating the location of borrow-pits, and measures for recultivation of borrow pits and access roads after the project
is completed
 Waste and Wastewater Management Plan, in line with the Law on Waste Management (RS Official Gazette No 36/2009,
88/2010 and 14/2016)
 Oil and Fuel Storage Management Plan
 In-river Works Management Plan
 Site Management Plan
 Emergency Response Plan
 Site management plan
 Recultivation Plan
 Safety and Hazard Assessment
 Safety and Labor Management Plan

Contractor

Supervising authority /
PERS

Asphalt plant

Asphalt plant /
Supervising Authority

Quarry

Quarry / Supervising
Authority

Contractor or gravel and
sand separation facility

Contractor or gravel
and
sand separation facility
/ Supervising Authority

Concrete plant

Concrete plant /
Supervising authority

All trucks need to be covered

Truck operator

Truck operator /
Supervising Authority

Stone / Dust

wet / covered truck load

Truck operator

Truck operator /
Supervising Authority

Sand, Gravel, dust

wet / covered truck load

Truck operator

Truck operator /
Supervising Authority

Construction

Material supply
Asphalt plant
dust, fumes, health and safety effects,
ecosystem disturbance
Quarry:
dust, health and safety of workers, ecosystem
disturbance
sand and gravel borrow-pits: river bed
disturbance, quality of water, ecosystem
disturbance
Concrete plant
Dust, fumes, health and safety effects,
ecosystem disturbance

Use the existing asphalt plants, requirement for official approval or valid operating
license

Use the existing quarries, requirement for official approval or valid operating license

Use the existing borrow pits or buy material from licensed separation facilities,
requirement for official approval or valid operating license

Use the existing concrete plants or buy concrete from licensed suppliers. The
material should have appropriate quality attestations

Construction

Bid suppliier /
Approved supplier

Material transportation
Dust, asphalt, fumes
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Cement, concrete

Traffic noise
exhaust fumes and road
congestion

Remove the fresh concrete which was negligently spilled from the mixer from the
transport roads within 6 hours.

Truck operator

Truck operator /
Supervising Authority

Person in charge of
transportation / truck
operator

Person in charge of
transportation / truck
operator / Supervising
Authority

Contractor

Supervising Authority

Measures to be introduces:
 avoiding/reducing to a minimum dust emission,
 wetting/ spraying the construction site
 construction site access,
 material landfills during loading / discharging activities
 covering the vehicles which carry dusty materials;
 spraying/cleaning wheels on the vehicles;
 limiting the speed of movement for vehicles,
 Cleaning the construction site.

Contractor

Supervising Authority

To limit activities to daylight working hours (without works between 8 pm and 7
am) or work during the aforementioned period, upon obtaining the permission from
the inhabitants and management. Locate the equipment for earthworks as far
away as possible from the vibration-sensitive receptors.

Contractor

Supervising Authority

Contractor

Supervising Authority/
PERS

Obeying the working hours (desirable from 9 am to 2 pm); the use of alternative
routes to reduce the usage of the main roads to the minimum.
Adequate temporary road signalization

Construction

Construction site


negative impact of noise on
workers and local
community and fauna





To limit the activities to daylight working hours (without works between 8 pm
and 7 am) or work during the specified period, but with the approval of the
population and management;
Use of construction machines with equipment that reduces sound; ensure
the maximum functionality of machines by regular inspections (periodic) or
an exceptional technical inspection of vehicles and equipment;
To use equipment with noise mufflers, licensed and approved in accordance
with the EU standards

 To use noise barriers for the works that produce noise for more than one
day on the same location

Dust

Vibrations




Traffic disruption during
construction activities



Reduced access to roadside activities

Traffic Management Plan with appropriate measures for traffic diversions
that can be easily noted and followed;
Including traffic police assistance if necessary
Traffic Management Plan which will define a speed limit for the construction
vehicles and organize traffic in such a way that populated areas are avoided
as much as possible.
During the execution of works, the existing road network is maximally used.
Avoid the construction of new temporary roads, which would increase the
habitat fragmentation
To inform the local community about the works planned

Provide an alternative access to roadside activities at all times.
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Safety of vehicles and pedestrians when /
where there are no construction activities






Soil and water pollution from improper
material storage, management and use










Soil and water pollution from improper
material storage, management and use







7

Contractor

Supervising Authority/
PERS

To organize and cover material storage areas;
To isolate the concrete, asphalt and other from the watercourse by using
sealed formwork or covers;
Washing the trucks for concrete and asphalt, as well as washing other
machinery is to be done exclusively in registered car washes
To organize the construction site so as to minimize the risk of generating
sediments and accumulating waste water, which could cause pollution of
the surrounding soil and water (consider situations such as drainage for
atmospheric water, waste water collected from the structures on the
construction site such as the structure for washing the wheels).
The Soil Management Plan must be prepared to control removal, storage
and re-use of humus.
To use local controlled measures to prevent sediment flowing into surface
water and drainage canals. Some of the measures include physical
obstacles such as fences for sediments, checking barriers, mulch barriers,
e.g. protective leaves cover, geotextile, rock groynes, and sediment
basin), marking them in order to make the roadt slope optimal and the
slope edges sharp (steep),
To prevent sediment flowing into surface water, slope of the soil and
protection form wind erosion must also be considered, by installing fences,
covers etc.

Contractor

Supervising Authority

To dispose waste material at a location protected from washing out, on a
marked location, if not on the site, then on an authorized landfill (in order
to choose location, use the Regional Waste Management Plan of Niš
7
region ).
Storage of materials in accordance with the best international practice
(IFC, EHS - General Guidelines).
Apply additional measures for storing hazardous waste (such as
secondary containment, limiting the access, providing PPE equipment
etc.) to prevent negative effects on the workers, construction site staff,
environment or the public.
Using and labelling the containers planned for waste collection, as well as
the areas for disposing different types of waste (hazardous and nonhazardous).
Transport the waste in marked vehicles designed for waste transport, to
minimize the risk of releasing substances (hazardous and non-hazardous
substances) as well as remains that can be carried by the wind.
To train the drivers in handling and disposal of the load they transport and
transport documents describing the nature of the load (waste) and its
degree of hazard.

Contractor

Supervising Authority

Lighting and well-defined safety signs and protection measures.

http://www.sepa.gov.rs/download/UpravOtpad/RPUO_NiskiRegion.pdf
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Potential contamination of soil and water from
improper maintenance and fueling of
equipment

Safety of workers

soft/hard landscaping

Possibility of an archaeological site existence





Disposing of and handling lubricants, fuel and solvents is to be performed
exclusively in the secured area and storage with concrete base;
To ensure proper loading of fuel and equipment maintenance;
To collect all waste and dispose it on authorized recycling locations

Contractor




provide workers with safety instructions and PPE
provide a safe alternative traffic flow

Contractor



to gradually establish vegetation again by covering crops
and natural endemic species and monitoring their effectiveness.




In case the Contractor comes across an archaeological site (special attention is
paid to the parts of the section indicated under the conditions of the Institute for
Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kragujevac), he is obliged to stop the works
immediately and inform the relevant Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments
and PERS.
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Supervising Authority
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Supervising Authority
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Operation

Special measures defined by the conditions of relevant institutons
















The Institute for Nature Conservation of
Serbia









The main design of heavy maintenance of the section related to the state road IA class no. 1 (E75) section of Razanj - intersection Paracin foresees such solutions and measures that will
provide conditions for the preservation of air, soil, underground and surface water in the
immediate environment.
It should be envisaged by the Project to undertake anti-erosion protection measures (biological,
biotechnical and technical) from landslides, rockfalls, etc.
Define that the drainage of the carriageway is carried out by the force of gravity pulling on surface
water and, if necessary, open canals which will receive surface water should be made.
For water generated by car wash polluted with oils and other petroleum products, it is necessary to
foresee the construction of intake pipes and separators of grease and oil. Before discharging it into
the recepient or sewage system, it is necessary to control their quality.
For surface coarse use materials that provide noise and vibration reduction and allow efficient
drainage of water from the surface of the carriageway
The works on the road route should only be performed during a day due to the possible impact of
noise from construction machinery and vehicles.
When carrying out the works, a strict adherence to the route and corridor of the road is demanded in
order not to leave an impact on a wider space using vehicles and machinery. To use the existing
road network without building new roads, in order to prevent the fragmentation of space and existing
habitats.
During the execution of works along the entire route, the maximum level of communal order should
be maintained.
In order to prevent accidents, preventative measures should be foreseen. If accidents occur, an
appropriate rehabilitation should be carried out with the obligation to notify competent inspection
services and institutions.
If there is a fuel, oil or any other hazardous materials spill by accident, in order to protect the land,
an immediate remediation in order to return to the original condition is required.
An integral part of the Project should be related to the organization of the site, where it is necessary
to define and provide:
temporary locations for the storage of the necessary construction and other materials and
equipment, which must be located outside the coastal zone of rivers (floodplain zone),
the area with high vegetation and be limited only during the execution of works,
Temporary or permanent locations must be provided (the existing organized communal
facilities/ landfills) for disposal and deposing muck and other waste in any form, as well
as communal waste produced during the works. Waste disposal in the coastal area and
the river bank of Uvac and Sjenica lake, as well as on the agricultural land shall be
prohibited, except in the locations defined by the Project;
When the works concerned are done, all surfaces that are degraded in any way should
be rehabilitated as soon as possible.
Once construction works are completed, it is necessary to remove all mechanization,
building materials and other materials as soon as possible.
If there is a violation of the subject area, that road must be rehabilitated by establishing a plant
cover (cultivate terrain) in all places that are damaged, renaming appropriate flora and species that
are biologically stable under given climate conditions, relatively resistant to harmful effects (exhaust
gases, etc.).
Avoid species that are recognized as invasive for our climate: Acer negundo, Amorpha fruticosa
(acacia), Robinia pseudoacacia (Black locust), Ailanthus altissima (tree of heaven), Fraxinus
americana (American ash), Fraxinus pennsylvanica (Green ash), Celtis occidentalis (Hackberry),
Ulmus pumila (Siberian elm), Prunus padus (bird cherry) and Prunus serotine (black cherry), and
species that are determined as allergens (poplars, etc.).
If during the works it encounters geological-palaeontological or mineralogical-petrochemical objects,
which are presumed to have a natural good property, the Contractor is obliged to notify the ministry
responsible for environmental protection within eight days, or take all measures in order not to
damage the natural good until the arrival of an authorized person.
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The Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments of Kragujevac

There is registered archaeological site Slatina, the Turkish fountain-Drenovac in the vicinity of the
section.
Presence of experts of the competent Institute is obligatory during the performance of all
earth works on the archaeological site.
The costs of supervision over the performance of works are funded by the investor.
The investor is obliged to notify the Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments of
Kragujevac within 15 days prior to commencement of the works.
If during archeological excavation certain materials are found, all costs of archeological
research, conservation of discovered sources, protection and preservation of possible
immovable property are funded by the investor, under the conditions prescribed by the
competent Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments
Regarding the remained area, it is obligatory to respect Art. 109 of the Law on Cultural
Property (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No. 71/94), which states: If during the
execution works certain remains of archaeological origin are found out, the contractor is
obliged to suspend further works immediately and without any delay notify the competent
institute for protection of cultural monuments to ensure that the findings are not destroyed and
damaged. They should be preserved in the place and position in which they are discovered.

Operation

Maintenance
negative impact of noise on local residents,
animals and workers



limit activities to daylight working hours (no works between 8pm and 7am
or in accordance with the public consent);
use the equipment with noise mufflers installed

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

apply the best engineering practice in handling and safe storage of
lubricants, fuel and oil in secured storages;
ensure proper loading of fuel and maintenance of equipment;
collect and dispose all waste in accordance with the Law on Waste
Disposal;
properly organize and cover the areas for material storage;
isolate concrete and asphalt works from the watercourse by using sealed
formwork;
washing the vehicles and construction machines is exclusively done in
registered car washes

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

limit activities to daylight working hours (no works between 8 pm and 7am, or as
agreed with the public and authorities)

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance




Potential air, water and soil pollution:
dust, exhaust fumes, spilt fuel, oil and
lubricants







Vibrations



Safety of workers



provide workers with safety instructions and PPE;
Organize safe traffic bypass using alternative roads and appropriate
traffic signage.
All the workers and visitors to the construction site will be introduced to
the basics of environmental protection and safety measures and
protection at work and will be given instructions for using the Personal
Protective Equipment.
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It should be specified in
the contract
maintenance
documentation Technical Specifications
for the performance of
maintenance works
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Maintenance








increased vehicle speed

install speed limit signs



Erosion, rockfall, hazardous situation

Regularly maintain curbs;
Mow and maintain grass and take it to the landfill;
Regularly clean drainage structures (gullies) and dispose waste material
on specially designated landfill;
Regularly clean the road surface,
Fill in the holes, joints and cracks;
The remains of asphalt after works should be transported and stored on
an appropriate landfill designated for construction materials;
Clean the road surfaces regularly and timely, as well as the surrounding
road structures in case of a traffic accident or overturning of tanks or
other trucks;
Make repairs




install suitable warning signs (rockfall, landslide, wet or slippery
conditions, dangerous curve, animal or pedestrian crossing, school, slow
traffic zone, merging),
reflective markings indicating steep slopes or convex mirrors in curves
where there is a lack of visibility;
warning signs on locations considered appropriate in line with good
engineering practice or as agreed with the authorities
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Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

Contractor of works on
maintenance

It should be specified in
TS in the part about
maintenance works
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APPENDIX 2
MONITORING PLAN
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Phase

Which parameters to
be monitored?

Location where the
parameter is
monitored?

How the parameters are
monitored?
/types of monitoring equipment

Construction

When the parameter is monitored
(frequency or continuous)

Why are the
parameters
monitored?
(randomly)

Institutional
responsibility
Implementation

Material supply

Asphalt plant

Possession of an official
approval or valid (operating)
license

Asphalt plant

Inspection /
Supervising engineer

Prior to the commencement of works

Руковаоц базе

Quarry

Possession of an official
approval or valid (operating)
license

Quarry

Inspection /
Supervising engineer

Prior to the commencement of works

Руководилац
каменолома

Sand and gravel
borrow-pit

Possession of an official
approval or valid (operating)
license

Sand and gravel borrowpit

Inspection /
Supervising engineer

Prior to the commencement of works

Руководилац
позајмишта или
сепаратора

Concrete plant

Possession of an official
approval or valid (operating)
license

Concrete plant

Inspection /
Supervising engineer

Prior to the commencement of works

Руководилац бетонске
базе

Обезбедити усклађеност
базе са захтевима
заштите животне средине,
безбедности и здравља
на раду

Construction

Asphalt

Stone

Material Transport

Covered truckload

Covered or wet truckload

Construction Site

Construction Site
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Supervising engineer

Supervising engineer

Unannounced inspections during the works,
at least once a week

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Unannounced inspections during the works,
at least once a week

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Contractor’s supervision
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Phase

Sand and gravel

Concrete plant

Traffic guidance

Which parameters to
be monitored?

Covered or wetted truckload

Removing fresh concrete that
was accidentally spilled from
the mixer on the transport
roads within 6 hours

Chosen hours and routes

Location where the
parameter is
monitored?

How the parameters are
monitored?
/types of monitoring equipment

Construction Site

Supervising engineer

Construction Site

Supervising engineer

Construction Site

Supervision

Construction

When the parameter is monitored
(frequency or continuous)

Water and soil
pollution resulting
from improper
material storage,
management and
use

Dust

Institutional
responsibility
Implementation

Unannounced inspections during the works,
at least once a week

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Unannounced inspections during the works

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Unannounced inspections during the works

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Construction site


Adverse effects of
noise on the
workers and local
residents

Why are the
parameters
monitored?
(randomly)

Noise levels

soil and water quality
(suspended solids, oils, PH
values, conductivity)

Air pollution (solid particles)

Construction site,
nearby houses along the
construction site

Watercourses near the
storage places

On and near the
construction site, quarry,
inhabited settlements...
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equipment – manual equipment for
analyzing (detecting the level of noise)
with the software for its application




Unannounced sampling;
analysis in a certified laboratory
possessing the required
equipment

Inspection and visual observation





Once, at the beginning of the
project
quarterly,
due to grievances.
If the tracking results are not
satisfactory, it is to be prepared on
a monthly level

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.

Monitoring should be performed prior to the
construction (at the reference point
upstream from the construction site) and
once during the rehabilitation works. If the
tracking results are not satisfactory, it
should be performed at a monthly basis
until the works on the site are finished

Minimal disruptions of traffic

Unannounced inspections during the
delivery of materials and construction

Ensure the compliance of
the plant with the health
and safety and
environmental
requirements.

Contractor’s supervision
(monitoring)

Contractor’s supervision
(monitoring)

Contractor’s supervision
(monitoring)
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Phase

Vibrations

Which parameters to
be monitored?

Limited time of the activities

Location where the
parameter is
monitored?

Construction Site

The existence of the Traffic
Management Plan and traffic
pattern

On the construction site
and area nearby it

Reduced access
to roadside
activities

alternative access provided

Construction Site

safety of workers

visibility and suitability

PPE;
bypass traffic organization

On the construction site
and area nearby it

Construction Site

Supervision

Observation

Inspection

Implementation

Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Random checks at least once a week
during construction site activities

Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Random checks at least once a week at
evening hours

Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision

Unannounced inspections during the works.

Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic

Contractor’s supervision



Inspection; supervision

Institutional
responsibility

Contractor’s supervision
(monitoring)

Unannounced inspections during the active
works and due to grievances

Supervision

Why are the
parameters
monitored?
(randomly)
Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.
Minimal disruptions of traffic



Operation
Negative effect of
noise on the
workers and local
residents

When the parameter is monitored
(frequency or continuous)



Traffic disruption
during the
activities on the
construction
works

Safety of vehicles
and pedestrians
where there are
no construction
activities

How the parameters are
monitored?
/types of monitoring equipment

Prior to the commencement of
works;
once a week in the periods with the
largest amount of works and
calm periods when the quantity of
activities is not the highest

Maintenance

Noise levels

Construction Site;
nearby houses
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equipment – manual equipment for
analyzing (detecting the level of noise)
with the software for its application

Unannounced inspections during the
maintenance activities and due to
grievances

Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.

PERS
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Phase

Vibrations

Safety of workers

Which parameters to
be monitored?

Limited time of activities

PPE;
bypass traffic organization

Location where the
parameter is
monitored?

Construction Site

Construction Site

How the parameters are
monitored?
/types of monitoring equipment

Supervision

Inspection

Period of Use
Increasing the
speed of vehicles
erosion, rockfall
and hazardous
situations

When the parameter is monitored
(frequency or continuous)

Unannounced inspections during the
maintenance activities and due to
grievances

Unannounced inspections during the
maintenance activities and due to
grievances

Why are the
parameters
monitored?
(randomly)
Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.

Ensure the compliance with
the health and safety and
environmental
requirements.

Institutional
responsibility
Implementation

PERS

PERS

Road safety
The conditions of traffic
signs, the vehicle speed

The condition of danger
warning signs

Road section included in
the design

Road section included in
the design
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Visual observation;
Speed detection

Visual observation

During the activities, announced

Ensure safe and
economical traffic flow

Contractor of works on
maintenance; Traffic
police

During the activities

Ensure safe and
economical traffic flow

Contractor of works on
maintenance, tracking
the impact (monitoring)
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1. General
Is the project compliant with all the requirements (taking account of
agreed action plans, exemptions or derogations)?

Yes 

Is the project compliant with all applicable environmental and social laws
and regulations?

Yes 

Are there any accidents or incidents that have caused damage to the
environment, brought about injuries or fatalities, affected workers, local
communities or cultural property? Has it created liabilities for the
company?

Yes 

Are there any changes to environment, social, labor or health and safety
laws or regulations that have materially affected the company?

Yes 

How many inspections were carried out by the environmental authorities
during the reporting period?

Number:

Please provide details of these visits, including number and nature of any possible violations:

How many inspections were carried out by the health and safety
authorities during the reporting period?

Number:

Please provide details of these visits, including number and nature of any violations found:

How many inspections were carried out by from the labor authorities
during the reporting period?

Number:

Please provide details of these visits, including number and nature of any violations found:

Have these visits resulted in any penalties, fines and/or corrective action
plans?

Yes 

If yes, please describe, including status of implementing corrective actions to address any violations found:

Has the Company engaged any contractors for project-related work in
the reporting period?

Yes 

Were there any violations stated above regarding the responsibility of
contractors?

Yes 
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

If no, please provide details of any material non-compliances:



If no, please provide details of any material non-compliances:



If yes, please describe, including details of actions to repair and prevent reoccurrence:



If yes, please describe:









If yes, please state for which types of work, and how the company has monitored the compliance of
contractors with EBRD Performance Requirements and the Environmental and Social Action Plan:
If yes, please provide details, including how the Company is ensuring those corrective actions
implemented by the Contractor?
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Have any operations been reduced, temporarily suspended or closed
down due to environmental, health, safety or labor reasons?

Yes 
No

If yes, please describe:



Please describe any environment or social programs, initiatives or sub-projects undertaking during the reporting period to improve the company’s environmental or social performance and/or
management systems:
Please indicate the level of associated expenditure (capital expenditure and operating expenditure), and whether this relates to the requirements of the Environmental and Social Action Plan, or to
any other initiative:

2. Status of the Environmental and Social Action Plan
Please provide information on the status of each item in the Environmental and Social Action Plan (ESAP). If the ESAP has been updated during the reporting period, please attach a copy of the new plan.
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3. Environmental Monitoring Data 8
Please provide the name
environmental manager:
Parameter9

and

Value10

contact

details

for

your

Unit

Compliance Status11

Comments12

Waste water
Total waste water generated
BOD
COD
Suspended Solids
Phosphorus
Nitrates
Heavy metals
[Other]
Air Emissions
SO2
NOX
Particles
CO2
CH4
N2O

8

Please provide the results of monitoring environmental parameters carried out by the Company or its consultants. If you have already had all the necessary information available in another format, you can use that format instead of the one provided here
Not all parameters will necessarily be applied. Please complete those rows that are most relevant to the industry sector. Additional parameters can be added as necessary.
10
Please ensure that the units of measurement are clearly stated.
11
Please state the standards applied in this project (typically local, EU and/or World Bank Group)
12
In addition to any other comments, please indicate whether the measurements reported apply to all or only some process operations at the facility
9
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3. Environmental Monitoring Data 8
Please provide the name
environmental manager:
Parameter9

and

Value10

contact

details

for

your

Unit

Compliance Status11

Comments12

HFCs
PFCs
SF6
[Other]
Other Parameters
Noise
[Other]
Solid Waste
Please provide details of the types and amounts of solid wastes generated by the project. Indicate places where waste is classified as hazardous. Indicate the final re-use, recycle or disposal
method for each waste type.
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4. Resource Usage and Product Output
Parameter

Value

Measurement Unit

Comments13

Fuels used
Oil
Gas
Coal
Lignite
Grid Electricity
Heat Purchased
Feedstocks and raw materials
consumed
Name 1
Name 2
Product output
Product 1
Product 2

13

In addition to any other comments, please indicate whether the measurements reported apply to all or only some process operations at the facility Please include any fuel quality parameters (e.g. calorific value)
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5. Human Resources Management
Please provide the name and contact details for
your Human Resources manager:
Total

Recruited in this
reporting period

Dismissed in this reporting period

Number of direct
employees:
Number of contracted
workers:
Were there any collective
redundancies during the reporting
period?

Yes 

Are there any planned redundancies to
the workforce in the next year?

Yes 

Were there any changes in trade union
representation at Company facilities
during the reporting period?

Yes 

Are there any other worker
representatives (e.g. in the absence of
a trade union)?

Yes 

Were there any changes in the status
of Collective Agreements?

Yes 

Have employees expressed any
grievance regarding the project during
the reporting period?

Yes 

Have employees expressed any
complaint about harassment or
bullying during the reporting period?

Yes 

No 

No 

If yes, please describe the redundancy plan, including reasons for redundancies, number of workers involved, how they were selected,
consultation undertaken, and measures to mitigate the effects of redundancy:

If yes, please describe the redundancy plan, including reasons for redundancies, number of workers involved, and selection and consultation
process:

If yes, please provide details, and summarize engagement with trade unions during reporting period:

No 
If yes, please provide details and summarize engagement with them during reporting period:

No 
If yes, please provide details:

No 

No 

No 

If yes, please state how many, divide by gender, summarize the issues expressed by male and female staff and explain how the Company has
addressed them:

If yes, please state how many, divide by gender, summarize the issues expressed in grievances by male and female staff and explain how the
Company has addressed them
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Were there any strikes or other
collective disputes related to labor and
working conditions at the Company in
the reporting period?

Yes 

Were there any strikes or other
collective disputes related to labor and
working conditions at the Company in
the reporting period?

Yes 

Were there any changes to the
following policies or terms and
conditions during the reporting period
in any of the following areas:

Yes 















If yes, please summarize nature of, and reasons for, disputes and explain how they were resolved

No 

If yes, please summarize nature of, and reasons for, disputes and explain how they were resolved:

No 

If yes, please give details, including some new initiatives::

No 

Union recognition
Collective Agreement
Non-discrimination and equal
opportunity
Equal pay for equal work
Gender Equality
Bullying and harassment,
including sexual harassment
Employment of young
persons under age 18
Wages (wage level, normal
and overtime)
Overtime
Working hours
Flexible working / work-life
balance
Grievance mechanism for
workers
Health & safety
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6. Occupational Health and Safety Data
Please provide the name and contact details for your Health and
Safety manager:
Direct employees

Contracted
workers

Direct employees

Number of hours during the reporting period
when people worked:

Number of fatalities14:

Budget spent on OHS in this period (total
amount and currency):

Number of injuries:

OHS training provided in this period among
employees-days:

Number of Lost Time Incidents (including
vehicles)15:

Number of lost workdays16 resulting from
incidents

Number of cases of occupational disease:

Contracted workers

Number of days when people are on sick
leave:
Accident causes (falling, heavy loads, struck by object, contact with energy source etc.):

Please provide details of any fatalities or major accidents that have not previously been reported to EBRD, including total compensation paid due to occupational injury or illness (amount and
currency):

Please summarize any emergency prevention and response training that has been provided for company personnel during the report period:

Please summarize any emergency response exercises or drills that have been carried out during the report period:

14

If you have not done it yet, please provide a separate report on the circumstances of each fatality in a great detail.
Incapacity to work for at least one full workday on the day when the accident or illness occurred. .
16
The number of workdays is related to lost workdays (consecutive or not) beyond the date of injury or onset of illness that the employee was away from work or limited to restricted work activity because of an occupational injury or illness.
15
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7. Stakeholder Engagement
Please provide the name and contact details for your external
relations or community engagement manager:
Please provide information on the implementation of the stakeholder engagement plan agreed with EBRD and summarize interaction with stakeholders during the reporting period, including:
-

Meeting or other initiatives to engage with the members of public or public organizations during the report period,

-

information provided for the members of public and other stakeholders during the report period concerning environmental, social or safety issues

-

coverage in media,

-

and interaction with any environmental or other community groups.

Please describe any changes to the Stakeholder Engagement Plan:

How many complaints or grievances did the project receive from the members of public or civil society organizations during the reporting period? Please indicate separately according to the
stakeholders.Summarize any issues raised in the complaints or grievances and explain how they were resolved:
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8. Status and Reporting on Resettlement Action Plan/Livelihood Restoration Framework
Existing Land Acquisitions
Please report any further progress made during this reporting period in the implementation of the Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) or Livelihood Restoration Framework (LRF), using
the monitoring indicators as detailed in the RAP or LRF, and complete the table below. Please provide the results of any other related monitoring carried out by the Company or its
consultants and attach any additional information you think would be useful.

Have all the affected persons been fully compensated for Yes 
their physical displacement and, if applicable are there any
economic losses resulting from the project?

No 

If no, specify how many compensation payments are still outstanding (in terms of number and
percentage of recipients and payment amounts) and state when these payments will be made:

Has the land acquisition had any additional, unforeseen Yes 
impacts on affected persons’ standard of living or access to
livelihoods that were not previously covered in the RAP?

No 

If yes, quantify these impacts and specify what measures have been undertaken to minimize and
mitigate these impacts. If no, specify how potential impacts on livelihoods have been monitored.

Have any vulnerable groups been identified?

Yes 

No 

If yes, list the groups that were identified and describe any additional measures undertaken in order
to mitigate impacts specific to these groups.

If applicable, have all transit allowances been paid?

Yes 

No 

If no, specify how many payments are still outstanding (in terms of number and percentage of
recipients and payment amounts) and state when these payments will be made.

Has legal support been provided to all affected persons?

Yes 

No 

If yes, specify how many persons effectively made use of the legal support.

Have all outstanding land and/or resource claims been Yes 
No 
settled?
Not applicable 

Are there any new land acquisition-related complaints or Yes 
grievances?
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Has the company regularly reported the affected Yes
communities on the progress made in implementing the
RAP?

No

If yes, please state how many meetings were held and how many participants attended those
meetings

New Land Acquisitions
If the company acquired any new land for the project during the reporting year, please provide documents to show closure of land acquisition transactions. Please attach new/revised RAP covering
the new land acquisition and describe mitigation measures, compensation, agreements reached, etc. and provide in tabular form a list of affected people and status of compensation.

Are there any persons that have been physically displaced?

Yes

No

If yes, how many?

Are there any persons that have been economically Yes
displaced?

No

If yes, how many?

Will the government assist that resettlement?

No

Yes

9. Community Interaction and Development
Please summarize any social or community development initiatives undertaken by the company during the reporting period, and any associated expenditure:
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APPENDIX 3
LEGISLATION
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REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
This section deals with the regulatory context in terms of consultation and publicity in
the Republic of Serbia, and it relates to the Design. Particular emphasis is placed on
the importance of the relevant Serbian legislation, regional regulatory instruments, as
well as the relevant requirements of the EBRD, the World Bank's World Bank Access
Policy and Operational Policies OP 4.01 Environmental Impact Assessment.
BASIC NATIONAL LEGISLATION:
The main laws and regulations currently in force in Republic of Serbia which are
relevant to the environmental protection during the design and execution of works
are listed below:
1. Law on planning and construction ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 72/2009,
81/2009 - correction, 64/2010 - CC decision, 24/2011, 121/2012, 42/2013 CC decision, 50/2013 - CC decision, 98/2013 - CC decision, 132/2014 and
145/2014);
2. Law on nature protection ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 36/2009, 88/2010, 91/2010
- correction and 14/2016);
3. Law on environmental protection ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 135/2004,
36/2009, 36/2009 - state law, 72/2009 - state law, 43/2011 - CC decision and
14/2016)
4. Law on EIA (“Official Gazette RS” no. 135/2004, 36/2009);
5. Law on Strategic EIA (“Official Gazette RS” no.. 135/2004 and 88/2010);
6. Law on waste management ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 36/2009, 88/2010 and
14/2016);
7. Law on noise protection ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 36/2009 and 88/2010);
8. Law on water ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 30/2010, 93/2012 and 101/2016)
9. Law on forests ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 30/2010, 93/2012 and 89/2015)
10. Law on air protection (“Official Gazette RS”, 36/2009 and 10/2013);
11. Law on safety and health at work ("Off. Gazette RS", no. 101/2005,
91/2015 and 113/2017 - state law)
12. Law on roads (“Official Gazette RS” No. 41/2018)
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Regulations established on the basis of the Law on EIA include the following:
1. Regulation of establishing the List of Projects for which the Impact
Assessment is mandatory and the List of projects for which the EIA can be
requested (RS Official Gazette No 114/08);
2. Manual of the contents of requests for the necessity of Impact Assessment
and on the contents of requests for specification of scope and contents of the
EIA Study (“Official Gazette RS” no. 69/05);
3. Manual of the contents of the EIA Study (“Official Gazette RS” no. 69/05);
4. Manualof the procedure of public inspection, presentation and public
consultation about the EIA Study (“Official Gazette RS” no. 69/05);
5. Manual of the work of the Technical Committee for the EIA Study (“Official
Gazette RS” No. 69/05);
6. Regulations on permitted noise level in the environment (“Official Gazette
RS” No. 54/92);
7. Regulation of establishing class of water bodies (“Official Gazette FRS” No.
5/68);
8. Regulations of dangers pollutants in waters (“Official Gazette FRS” No.
31/82).
Other relevant Serbian legislation
1.

Law on confirmation of convention on information disclosure, public
involvement in process of decision making and legal protection in the
environmental area (“Official Gazette RS”, 38/09);
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APPENDIX 4
THE GRIEVANCE MECHANISM AND FORM
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The algorithm of the grievance flow / Complaint procedure
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Reference number of a grievance:
Contact details

Name:
Address:

Tel:
e-mail:

How would you prefer to be contacted?
Please tick a box

by post

by phone

by e-mail

Name and personal information (a unique master citizen number from identity
card)
Details of your grievance. Please describe the problems, whom they occurred to,
when, where and how many times, as relevant

What is your proposal for resolving the grievance?

How to submit this form to the
authorized persons

By post:
by hand:
please drop this form at:

by e - mail: Please e-mail your grievance,
proposed resolution and contact details to
the following e – mail address:

Signature
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APPENDIX 5
PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Road Rehabilitation and Safety Project – RRSP is a project of support of the
international financial institutions (World Bank, European Investment Bank and
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development) to the Government of the
Republic of Serbia in implementing the National Program For Rehabilitation Of The
State Road Network. This project represents the realization of the first phase of the
Government’s program for the period from 2014 to 2019 and includes the following:
• improving the conditions of the state road network by rehabilitating around
1,100 km of the existing roads,
• raising the safety level on the roads by applying measures for enhancing the
traffic safety in all phases of Project implementation, and
• strengthening capacities and improving institutional coordination in the area of
traffic safety by implementing greater number of different services
Environmental Management Plan was prepared within Road Rehabilitation and
Safety Project, for suggested heavy maintenance of State Road IA class, No. 1
section: Razanj interchange – Paracin interchange in order to ensure using good
practice of environmental protection and prepare the documentation in accordance
with the requirements of IFI’s that invest in this project.
The length of the section planned for rehabilitation is 24.781 km. The beginning of
the section intended for rehabilitation is defined on the chainage km 385+067 at the
node 0145 Razanj interchange and the end of the section is defined on the chainage
km 360+249 at the node 0143 Paracin interchange. The subject of the project is the
left lane of the highway, observed in the direction of chainage increase.
Main Design Designer prepared a draft document of the Environmental Management
Plan for the rehabilitation of the State Road IA No.1, Section: Razanj interchangeParacin interchange. The Environmental Management Plan has been created with
the aim to ensure the implementation of best practices and projects in accordance
with the requirements of International Financial Institutions which will fund the Road
Rehabilitation and Safety Project. Creating the Environmental Management Plan
was carried out through study and research in the field, including consultations with
representatives at regional and local level.
PE "Roads of Serbia" issued a call for a public discussion to the authorities,
organizations and the public concerned for the Environmental Management Plan for
the Road Rehabilitation and Safety Project regarding the section: Razanj
interchange- Paracin interchange on November 1st, 2018. The call was published on
the PE Roads of Serbia’s website (November 1 st, 2018), as well as in ‘’Politika’’
newspapers (November 5th, 2018)
Public auditorium, organizations and other interested parties are invited to participate
in the public debate on the pre-final document of Environmental Management Plan.
This plan was sent to the Municipalities of Paracin, Razanj and Cicevac. Municipal
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representatives informed the public through local media and municipality’s website
about the time and place of the public discussion.
Access to the Environmental Management Plan is provided at the following
addresses:








the headquarters of PE "Roads of Serbia", Sector for Investments,
Vlajkoviceva 19a Street, Belgrade, on the first floor, every working day from
11:00 AM to 01:00 PM, within 14 days from the date of publication of this
notice;
within the premises of Department for Urbanism and Property Legal Affairs,
Tome Zivanovica 10 Street, 35250 Paracin, every working day from 10:00 AM
to 3:30 PM within 14 days from the date of publication of this notice;
within the premises of a small conference room of Municipal Assembly of
Razanj, the Square of St. Sava 33, 37215 Razanj, every working day from
8:00 AM to 3:00 PM (local time), within 14 days from the date of publication of
this notice.
within the premises of Department for Urban Planning, Karadjordjeva 106
Street, 37210 Cicevac, every working day from 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM, within 14
days from the date of publication of this notice.
on the PE ‘’Roads of Serbia’’ website: www.putevi-srbije.rs

Public consultation and presentation of the Environmental Management Plan was held
in the premises of Department for Urbanism and Property Legal Affairs of Municipality
of Paracin, on November 22nd, 2018, from 11:00 AM to 12:00 AM. The list of questions
and answers is in Chapter 3.
2. REPORT ON PUBLIC CONSULTATION, PARACIN NOVEMBER 22. 2018
According to the operative politics of the World Bank OP 4.01, the Environmental
Management Plan of Road Rehabilitation and Safety Project for the State Road IA
No.1, road section: Razanj interchange – Paracin interchange, in length of 24.781
km, has been prepared.
Environmental Management Plan was made publicly available on November 1st,
2018, when PE ‘’Roads of Serbia’’ invited all shareholders, public and relevant
institutions to inspect all works which were proposed during the road rehabilitation
and environmental impacts with review of measures for reduction and monitoring.
Prior to announcement in the newspapers, the document was delivered to the
municipalities of Paracin, Razanj and Cicevac. Document was posted on the website
of PE Roads of Serbia.
Representatives of local self-government informed the public through local media
about the time and place of the public consultation. The insight into the draft of the
Environmental Management Plan was completed on November 22nd, 2018, when
public consultations were held in Paracin.
Public consultations, held in Paracin on November 22nd, 2018, were attended by 9
people17. The representatives of the Municipality of Paracin, Administration Sector,
representatives of PE ‘’Directorate for the Construction of Municipality Paracin’’ as
well as 2 representatives of Designers were among the participants.
17

The list of participants is in Chapter 4.
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People who participated on public consultations were:

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name and Surname

Working organization-institution

Ivan Kostic

Municipality of Paracin, Department for
Urbanism and Property Legal Affairs

Jovana Marinkovic

„MHM“ Projekt

Marko Milosevic

Municipality of Paracin, Administration Sector

Jasmina Cvetkovic

Municipality of Paracin, Administration Sector

Boban Dejanovic

Municipality of Paracin, Administration Sector

Miroslav Stojanovic

„MHM“ Projekt

Petrovic Ljubinka
Sanja Popovic
Stanka Jovanovic

PE ‘’Directorate for the Construction of
Municipality Paracin’’
PE ‘’Directorate for the Construction of
Municipality Paracin’’
Municipality of Paracin, Administration Sector

Figure 1. Public Consultations Held in Premises of Department for Urbanism and Property Legal
nd
Affairs of the Municipality of Paracin on November 22 , 2018
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Figure 2. Public Consultations Held in Premises of Department for Urbanism and Property Legal
nd
Affairs of the Municipality of Paracin on November 22 , 2018
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Figure 3. Public Consultations Held in the Premises of Department for Urbanism and Property Legal
nd
Affairs of the Municipality of Paracin on November 22 , 2018

Public consultations of the Environmental Management Plan for the project of Road
Rehabilitation and Safety Project for the State Road IA No. 1, road section: Razanj
interchange – Paracin interchange started at 11:00 AM. The main Plan was
presented by the Designer. During public consultations, there were questions related
to environmental protection of the observed section. The answers to these questions
are in Chapter 3.
3. COMPLAINTS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Question 1: Will the connection between the culvert and main recipient, namely the
evacuation of outflows outside the road zone be planned by the Main Design?
Answer 1: The connection between the culvert and recipient will be planned by the
Main Design. The investor will make the final decision whether the design will deal
with the connection of the culvert and the recipient in case when that connection is
not a part of the road zone anymore.
Question 2: Were the noise barriers foreseen by the Project?
Answer 2: The designer foresaw the installation of noise barriers in the phase of the
execution of works, in places where there is need for their installation. The
Contractor is obliged to define in the Contractor's Environmental Management Plan
the exact location of the installation of noise barriers.
At the level of the Main Design, the installation of permanent noise barriers will be
defined, if the need arises.
Question 3: Will and where the collected runoff from the carriageway be purified?
Answer 3: The collected runoff will be purified on places where the observed section
is intersected by registered places of runoff.
Question 4: When will the rehabilitation work begin?
Answer 4: The commencement of work is expected not before the end of 2019.
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4. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Figure 4. A List of People Present at Public Consultations Held in the Premises of Department for
Urbanism and Property Legal Affairs of the Municipality of Paracin

5. DOCUMENTATION

Figure 5. Call for Public Consultations Posted on the website of PE ‘’Roads of Serbia’’
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Figure 6. Announcement of Public Consultation Posted on the Website of PE "Roads of Serbia"

Figure 7. Environmental Management Plan Posted on the website of PE "Roads of Serbia"
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Figure 8. Announcement Published in „Politika“ Newspapers

Figure 9. Notice of a Public Consultation Meeting Hung on the Bulletin Board in the Municipality of
Paracin
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Figure 10. Notice of a Public Consultation Meeting Hung on the Bulletin Board in the Municipality of
Razanj

Figure 11. Notice of a Public Consultation Meeting Hung on the Bulletin Board in the Municipality of
Cicevac
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APPENDIX 6
CONDITIONS FROM RELEVANT PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
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